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Part t . Tajconoiolc Studies 
latrodnction 
With, the aeetofistLatioii in reeent years of considerable 
data which offer convincing evidence that the filamentous 
fungi play an ia5>Qrt^t role in soil fertility, particularly 
in the ,dec<Mpositi<m of organic matter in the soil^ inte3?est 
in taxonomic studies of these organisms ha^ received marked 
stisjulatlon* ?Siat fcmgi exist in the soil in an active state, 
and that they readily attack the complex organic materials 
which find their way into the soil, is no loiiger open to 
question. While the mechanism of many of idie biological 
processes which take place is incc^letely tmderstood, and 
many px^blema relating to the physiological functions of 
these organisms remain unsolved, the occurrence of the 
reactiohs themselves has been repeatedly demonstrated. 
Bie species of fungi which make up the soil flora, 
however, have been muc^ less extaasively investigated^ As a 
basis for further and mare detailed physiological studies, 
information whicdi would enable the investigator to identify 
with reasonable certainty the species of fungi with m&ich 
he is working would be of considerable value, Kie results 
of soil biologioal researt^ T^ch are based upon t^ie 
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acttvlties or specific organisms, iiave greater value than 
those in uriiich i^ie organisms are designated merely by generic 
or gronp names» Purthermore, as Shear (26 ) points out, 
"Pathologists, phyaiolo^gists, and geneticists frequently 
find it necessary to deal with fungi, and, unless they know 
wi-fia. certainty laie organisms wit^ qfalcih they are working 
and have naB»s for tSiea by ishich they are clearly and definitely 
known to otibters, there can be no application or coordination 
of tzbe facts or results of their i?oi4:". Since iforkers in 
many fields of science often encotmter ftmgi vhich Imve 
originated in -the soil, knowledge regarding the taxonomy of 
the^e organisms ^aould be of assistance to l^em as well as 
to ttte soil micrirtjiologist* 
Xt was for t^e purpose of supplying information *aiich 
will be an aid in identifying fungi occurring in t^e soil 
that this w>rk was undertaken* While it tos impossible to 
identify every organism Isolated, detailed studies were made 
on those forms which occurred regularly in the soils examined. 
Review of Litei^ture 
!Q2e first study of soil fungi was made by Adametz (2), 
who reported the Isolation of Penicillium glaucum^ Aspergillus 
niger^ ttne<»' laueedo^ K. racemosus, Monllia Candida > Oidltaa 
lactis, and several unidentified yeasts. In addition to a 
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noober of bacteria^ from a sandy soil and a loam soil. His 
method of secorixig cnltares for stwdy tos to place a gram 
of soil <m a medium and make transfers from -Hie colonies 
Tshich, developed after ji^cubation at Z5^Gm He believed tiiat 
fungi are of no importance in ciiltivated soils because of "Hie 
lack of nutrients ar^ of l^e proper aeid reaction necessary 
for tbeir gPoarSt, al'&on^ he expressed iiie opinion tiiat 
t^ise o3?ganisBas may be very important competitors of bacteria. 
It seems that acc^ptaxu^ of this latter view would presuppose 
ttie active growtii of fungi, or taiey would not interfere wit^ 
bacterial development^* 
following "ttie work of Adametz nothing of taxonoraic 
importance concerning soil fungi appeared until 1902, when 
Oudemans . (19) reported the isolation of forty-five 
species from the soil, thereby giving We first definite 
information as to the organisms which constitute the fungous 
flora of soils. Then another period of years elapsed during 
which students of soil fungi confined their invesMgations 
to ttie physiological activities of these organisms without 
making any serious attempts! at determining -ttie fungous flora 
of soils. In 1912 taxonofflic studies of soil fungi were 
published by Miss Pale (7) and by Jensen <14), and in the 
same year Sopp's (28) monogr€iph of the genus Penicillium 
appeared, in he repcxrted the isolation of thirty-five 
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specles gentclllltBa and related forms frcaa the aoil» 
SSTeral of ^pectes ndaich. has reported as soil forms isere 
isolated froa cellar earth or froa orgai^c material which 
had beea in contact with soil, so it is douhtful whether 
zaaiay of. csai be ccsisidered true so-il organisms* 
Jensen (14) wortoed witti ctiltivated soils at the Cornell 
-trniversity Agrictiltural Sxperixnent Station^ ffwam which he 
isolated «iirty-fiye species belonging to several of the coasion 
generau He also asseEflsied "Qie descriptions of fungi which 
had been reports previously from the soil. Dalds' ri studies 
(7), (8) inelttd^ five soils, a sand, a chalk, a peat, and 
a ''black earm'* soil, froa ifi&icli ^  isolated dore than forty 
species* 
The aoafe coaprehensive study of the soil fungous flora 
yet attearpted was aade in 1916 by Waksroan (34 ), secured 
sanQjles ^ f soil from Oregon and tJalifomia, as well as froa 
a garden, a forest, an orchard, a meadow, and an iron soil 
in Sew Jersey for the purpose of determining their fungous 
flora and the ^ ysiological activities of the organisms 
isolated. More fean 100 species were isolated, belonging to 
31 genera, aisny of which we3?e found to be distributed 
universally terou^ut ttie soils examined. He also determined 
nuidsers, nitrogen fixing power, ammonifying poc^er, diastase 
secretion, and cellulose decooposing power of the organisms 
isolated. .He concluded from his own and previous work that 
Aspergjllos^ lfetoor> Peglelllitca, and Trl^odeanaa are tiie 
aaa-t ecwmon aoll g^cxepa. 
A coatijmation of this study wa;S reported, in a later 
paper (35), in i&ticii 12ie autiior eatamined tw^ty«fiye soilis 
obtained fr<»a widely separated seiaticms of 12ie United States, 
as "Bell as £vosk Alaska, Porto Hico^ Eonololu^ azxd Canada.. 
la ttds study sore two hundred species were isolated, of 
•Bhich one hm^lred ^Kiirty-seven. species belonging i:o forty-two 
genera were identified. &e predestinating gene£%. wei^e;-fpui^ 
to be -ttte saae as those iaentioned in liie previ<m:S 
author concioded' that the3?e is a true fungous flora ofv soils 
wh-T/^vn is Tss.de up of aany cosmopolitan foanas, together with 
species, the native habitat of is in the soil. 
iierkentitin (40) ezajained fexas ^ oils for 1±teir fungous 
content and of the organisms isolated he found members of the 
genus A^sperpT^ ^ lus to be predominant* He identified eleven 
species. Takaimshi (2&)' identified twenty-three species and 
thirteen genera from Japanejse soils. In a previous paper the 
writer (1) reported the isolation of twenty-ei^t species 
from Xosra soils, in which the genera Aspergillus and Penicillium 
occta?red sK>st frequently^ 
It is interesting to note tiiat in all of feese studies, 
which included soils from many different points in this 
country as well as from ttiose abroad, raany of the same species 
were found in nearly every instance. Hembers of the two 
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genera ge^eiUlum and Aspergjllxta were generally foimd to 
be pifedoatnant^ tdaile sa<& forms as grlchoderaa Kcm^Qg|^, 
Cladospori^aa liei?barcBay and varions Macora occtirred vlth 
considerable regularity^ fHiese 3?esiats support the idea 
tliat there is a c<mstant and more or less <fefiaite fungous 
flora of soils ^ and tend to disprove the older conception of 
soil fungi ast accidental and transitory soil inhabitants. 
In addititm to these studies, which were undertaken 
priaiaril^y foa» the purj^se of deteisiining the kinds of fungi 
i^c2i occur in cultivated soils, and their signif icance in 
soil fertility, many reports occur in the literature dealing 
wi13i particfular gro«g>3 of fungi vhloh. were isolated from 
soils, but ^ ^ch -Bere not studied •aith the viewpoint of the • 
soils investigator. Of tiiese ttie papers by Butler, Hagem., 
> 
and Lendner should be mentioned* 
Butler(6) account of the genus Pyiaiium included 
si:i^ sjjecies which he classed as soil foras. He used an 
abutilon aediuja for isolation^ ®ie fact that other 
investigators have used media which are not adapted to the 
growth of species of Pytlilum probably accounts for their 
failure to seciire measfaers of this genus. 
Hagea (11), (12), (15) observed the f^angous content 
of forest and cultivated soils in Norway, devoting particular 
attention to t2ie Mttcors. These forms were predraainant in 
many instances, althougji they were outnumbered sometimes by 
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tlie geaeira Aapei;glllu3> Penit^lllixaa, and gladoaf^orlxBii. At 
. al>oiit saae tisi© Lendnei' (15) pabHslied 3iis-aoaograpii on 
the Maeorales of Switzerland, whl(^ includes^ keys of consider­
able value in the identification of aenibeTrs of this groap. 
The six ye^s froa 1910 to 1516 were frai-iTul with 
data on the bioeheoiicsQ. changes brou^t a.bout as a result 
of. the action of fungi in the soil^ aimaonification^ nitrog^ 
fixation, carbon dioxide production, and celliutlose decoi^o-
sition all receiving considerable attention^ The literature 
on this phase of the subject as been well reviewed by 
Tfaksraan (3$), however, and does not require further motion 
here* 
A complete list of tiie fungi sdiich have been isolated 
from the soil will be found in the appendix^ 
Experfjaental 
1 
Kefeods. 
Pungi for identification were isolated front soils 
of eleven plots on the Agroncray fam 4>f the Iowa Agricultural 
Ezperimeat Statical^ tSzs saas soils having been selected for 
the studies reported in Part II of this thesis. The soils 
are well adapted for a stttdy of this nature since they have 
been under a definite system of cropping and fertilizer 
treatment for ten years. Pour plots represent a livestock 
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system of fjatrming, four a grain systCTi^ and tb^e are checks. 
ToB fact that six of tSie plots are tai the Garrington loaa 
soil type and five on the Clarion loam, another inportant 
type, sflionld malce ^^lea representative of similar soil 
conditions throu^at the state. 55ie fertilizer treatments 
are as follows; 
Plot Ho« Treatnent 
0 Check; 
1 ISanore 
2 VLamu^ + llsae 
3 Jfeomre + liae + roci jfliosphate 
4 Manure + lime + acid j^osphate 
5 £a»ck 
6 Crop z^idues 
7 Crop residues + lime , 
8 Crop residues + liiae + roclc phosphate 
9 Crop residues + line + acid phosphate 
10 Ksecfc 
Soil saa^les for exeizilnatlcm were taken iaon"ttily, 
except during the summer, over a period of two years» 
Dilutions nete made and plates poured according to the 
recoflHaendations of Waksman (26), using Waksman and Fred's 
(55?) synt±ietic acid agar,. plates were incubated at 
25^« for seven days and transfers of the organisms 
developing were made to agar slants. It was sometimes 
purify cultures obtained in this manner. 
Culture atedia. 
1. Gzapelc^s synldbietic agar. Rtis was used as a 
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standard jQiediaa for t3ie study of "Sie general habit and 
appearanee of the colony, as well as for detailed morptio-
logical characteristics» such as meaaureaients of ISie various 
elenients of the conidial f^ctifications^ Ilnleas .otherwise 
sitated, all measureaents reported in tiie descriptions of 
species were laade from ten to twelve day old speciisec^ 
grown on mediiim. 
2* Bean agar* ^en grown on ^ ^dium containing an 
02rganlc source of nitrogen, many organisms show certain 
characteristics which are not observed on other media. In 
general, growtii.was rabre luxuriant on bean agar than on 
Czapek's agar, tSie coloiiies usually allowing deeper surface 
colors ftTid greater pigtaent. production.. table media 
have the disadvantage, of course, t3iat their c<xaposition is 
not constant. The jaedtma used in tiiis Tfork was prepared by 
cooking two hundred gpsas of canned ^een string be€uas in 
one li^er of distilled water in the flowing steaa for one 
hour. The extract was then filtered throuj^ cheese cloth 
and cotton, made up to volume, fifteen graias of dextrose 
added, tubed, and sterilized. 
3. 155^ gelatin in water. Plain gelatin to which 
nd additional source of carbon was added was found superior 
to that containing sugar, for studying proteolytic 
activity. All of the organisms studied grew 3i03?e luxuriantly 
on the Tim c-ontaining sugar, but most of them failed to 
cause liquefaction, whereas liquefacticai occurred when the 
gelatin ^ one serveti as fetie souree of both cai^on and nitjrogen. 
4* GQo2ced rice. Hearly all of the fungi studied 
produced abundant, typical growtfci on this medium, although 
one organism could not be indtieed to grow upon it after 
repeated trials. This mediua was prepared by cooking one 
himdred grains of rice in six hundred cubic centimeters of 
distilled water in flowing steam for one hour. Portions 
were placed in small Erlemaeyer flasks se that the depth 
of medium was about one-fourth inch, and sterilized. 
5. Milk» 10 cc porticms of skimmed ailk were 
placed in 60 cc Erlemaeyer flasks, sterilized by autoclaving 
at fifteen pcmnds pressure for fifteen minutes, and then 
cooled Immediately by iisaersing the flasks in cold water. 
6. Dox synthetic solution. This solution, which 
is a modified Ozapek^s medium without a source of carbon (22), 
was used with "ttie following compoxinds as carbon sources: 
dextrose 1^, levulose 1^, galactose 1^, lactose 1^, maltose 1^, 
mannite IjS, lactic acid 1%, citric acid 0.5^, tartaric 
acid 0»5%, malic acid 0*5%, oxalic acid O.IJ^, benzoic 
acid 0,05%. Hi^er concentrations than those indicated 
for citric, tartaric, malic, oxalic, and benzoic acids 
failed to produce growth in any case. 10 cc portions of 
each medium were placed in 60 cc Erlemaeyer flasks, 
sterilized,' inoculated in duplicate, and incubated at 25°G. 
for ten days* By sterilizing the flasks before introducing 
the oedium and tising sterile water in its preparation, it was 
fotjnd "Haat ttie period of sterilization could be reduced to 
five juinutes at fifteen pounds pressxtre, thereby 
the amount of hydrolysis itgiich ai^t take place in the 
constituents of the medltaa. 
At the end of the incubation period the amount of 
growth visible was taken as an index of -fee utilization of 
the carbon cou^joiaids. In order to determine accurately the 
relative degrise to which i^e various carbon sources were 
utilized, the fungous mats should be dried and weired. 
Since the purpose of this work, however, was to determine 
(daaracters mi^t be of value in routine identification 
of species, the relative amounts of growth visible to the 
naked eye were considered satisfacto3?y. 
Raulin's fluid has fouaad rather wide favor as a 
medium for studying fungi. After eiaploying it for some time 
in this work, its use was diiseontinued. It is tmnecessarily 
complex in c<MQ)osition, the organisms as a rule did not 
grow well upon it, sel^a producing typical growth, and it 
was found to have little value as a differentiative medium. 
Potato agar has also been used considerably as a 
medium for fungi* Daring the first year of the present 
study, tSie cultures imder observation were carried on both 
sucrose potato agar (SO) and on Czapek*s synthetic agar. 
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In no inst^mce uras there any appreciable difference in the 
type of growth produced on either jaedima. Since the potato 
agar is of ^ mc^rtain composition, especially when it is 
prepared in different laboratories, its ttsec. vas discontinued* 
The Problem of the Identification of Soil Fungi 
Sie identification of soil fungi is accompanied by 
33iany difficulties. Progress has been ret;arded to soiae 
extent by "Sie continuance of the early established idea that 
-fungi found in the soil are raerely contaciinations from the 
air, and that -Kieir occurrence in soils is of no significance-
Since aore recent investigations have shown that soils have 
a fungous flora^ many of the constituent species of which 
are native ta this habitat, the iai5>ortance of determining 
the species occurring in the soil, as veil as their 
physiological functions and possible relationships to soil 
fertility, has received greater recognition. 
After soil fungi have been isolated in pure culture 
their identification is not a simple matter. Diagnoses of 
previously described species are in most cases inadequate. 
The composition of the meditm used is seldom given, cxiltural 
conditions under which the organisms were grown are not 
mentioned, and the data supplied are often incomplete. 
Keys of real value are retre, Thorn's key (30) to certain 
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species of P^icilll^^m being a notable exception. 
Of even greater is^rtance then the lack of adequate 
descriptioaSs and keys, however ^ is the absence of authentic 
cultures -for compariative purposes. ?tfitli coiaplete infonaation 
as to the aorphology.and physiology of an org^ism, positive 
identification is often very difficult -s^ithout a culture of 
•fee strain from which the description was CKPiginally made. 
Ihile a few authors have preserved specimens of the species 
with which they worlced, the organisms which many of the older 
investigators had under observation are largely a natter of 
con,1ecture. 
A further fact which asust be consideired by the soil 
mycologist is that few of the available descriptions are 
based upon the characteristics of organisms isolated froai the 
soil. It maj readily be expected that species whose native 
habitat is in the soil will show certain morphological and 
physiological differ^ces from those isolated from fermenting 
materials, foods, or other sources, even thou^ they are 
representatives of the 3a33ie species. In a taxonoaic 
c6nside3?ation of soil fungi a liberal interpretation of the 
species concept is necessary. Strict adherence to published 
descriptions would necessitate the erection of xnany new 
species, which is itndesirable. 
-17-
The Yalu© of Morpliologicai Cttausctepa in Identification 
The priaaary basis for species differentiation among 
the fangi is jaorphology* Ihen a laedi^ia of definite composi­
tion is eaiployed and all cultural conditions are uniform, 
cesrtain istorphoiogical characters are constant for a particular 
organism, while certain others may be transient, appearing 
• wi1di varying regularity» It is possible, however, that 
even these apparent variations are due to slight differences 
in the coiapositlon of the aediiaia or other cultural conditions 
- at successive cultivations, rather than to iaconsistencies 
of the Biicroorganisa* In describing an organism it is-
important to record the variations observed,, as isell as 
those characters which remain constant throu^ successive 
cxiltivations. 
A brief consideration of aoj^phological characters 
follows s 
Surface- Thorx's (50) definition of surface has 
been accepted as designating the appearance of the aerial 
portion of the colonies. Sxaiaination of hundreds of 
cultures bears out his statement that "this is one of the 
most stable characters when the same medixjm and conditions 
are used"* Although successive cultures of the same 
organism nay shoxir some variation in color, floccosity, 
zonation, or character of the margin, they are differences 
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eiiitiEely of deg3?ee and not of kind, ^5ie type of surf ace 
grcRrtii, therefore, may "be considered a reliable diagnostic 
chsLTacter. 
2. Reprodnetiw organs. 
a. Conldiophores. Data as to conidiophores 
should include the length, septation, markings, and habit 
of growth, whefeer arising directly traa the substratinn or 
as branches of aeria:! or sulaaerged myceliuja, Fnile consider­
able variation in the length of conidiophorea will often 
occur, even in the seme culture, the majority will approach 
an average lengths 
b» Vesicle. In considering joerabers of the 
genus Aspergilltts it is necessary to record the size, 
shape, and laarlcings of the vesicle, or swollen apex of the 
conidiophore. The shape of this organ is usually quite 
characteristic for a given species, but there raay be 
considerable variation in sise. 
c« Sterignxata, ®ie cells bearing the conidia 
have been variously designated, but the tera sterigraa is 
usually eaiployed -afeen speaking of the Jjenus Aspergillus, 
while Thom (30) stiggested conidiiferous cell fori Peaicillium. 
In the genus Aspergillus there aay be sosie qtiestion as to 
reliability ot so-called br^ching of the sterigsiata as a 
diagnostic character. Considerable importance is attached 
to it in most keys to species of this genus, Wehmer (36) 
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and ®iOEi and caiurcii (Sl) recognizing it as a reliable 
cHaraftter for aaMiag primary divisions of the group. In the 
work'here reported branching or its absence "eras found to be 
constant for a particular sp^ies, even when the fxingos was 
cultivated on various cultural laedia. Cto sterilized milk, 
for exaaple, the sterigzaata are usually enlarged and greatly 
distorted, but the ability to produce one or two series of 
sterigaiata remains unchanged. Biej^ are soae species, however, 
in which, branching is not always observed in every head 
examined, although it is distinctly present in others. 
A. flavas is an .example of this. A section of Wehsier*s key 
(38) includes forms which may or may not show branching. 
d. Conidia. According to Sherbakoff (255) the 
characters of the conidia may be used as almost the sole 
bases for classifying species of Pusariuza. While this is 
not true for most other genera, the shape, size, markings, 
and color of conidia are of particular importance in 
describing a species. ?«'ith the possible exception of 
markings of the conidial wall shown by some species, these 
characters are constant and marked variations from the mode 
are rare. ®ie conidia of some species do not appear 
verrucose or spinulose until the culture becomes old, so 
that in an examination of young culttires smooth conidia may 
be reported which will later show markings. In this work 
it has been observed that conidia Y»hich may be decidedly 
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rougaened op spiny on Szapek^s agar are invariably smootli 
on string bean agar- Welles (3^) found that conidia -were 
much aore constant in size than conidiopliores in the genus 
Cercospora» These organs were greatly influenced by the 
amount of moisture sfupplied them. 
e. Heads * The term head is used to designate 
all of the fructification exelxisive of the conidiophore, 
i. e., vesicle, sterigmata, and conidial chains, ^"Oiile the 
general shape of "ttie head is usually very chai»acteristic 
-f-or a given species, it may vary considerably in size. 
Heads T«xiich are round in young cultures often become long, 
columnar masses with age. It is important to ^record whether 
heads are radiate, calyptriforsa, truncate, loose, or compact. 
The Value of Physiological Characters in Identification 
Pew attempts have been made to differentiate the 
' fungi on the basis of •Oieir physiology. Blochwitz (4) 
found that species of Aspergilliaa could be separated into 
groups according to-^their production of oxalic acid and 
pigment, their growth in media of different reactions, 
and their reactions to li^t, moisture, and temperature. 
He did not make specific distinctions, however, without the 
aid of aozrphological characters. Woeltje {S2}, on the 
other hand, iriio worked with eighteen si>ecies of Peniclllium, 
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ctmsidered. the p&ysiological properties of tiiese fungi of 
greater ijjq)ortance thaa their morphology- In his opinion it 
is impossible to make a coc^lete differentiation of a series 
of species on the "basis of norphology alone. IShile it is 
true that physiological characters may be helpful in dis­
tinguishing "between species in a series of closely related 
forms, the preponderance of evidence in favor of mo3?phology 
is too great to say that it nnist assume a position secondary 
in importance to physiology in differentiating species-
- , In the course of the present study, the physiological 
reactions of a number of soil fungi were observed with a 
view to detenaining their taxonomic value. The results are 
briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. 
1, p^graftnt prc^gtion. 53ie pigments produced "by 
- fungi on artificial media cover a wide range of colors. 
Species which give no indication of chromogenesis on one 
medium may produce brilliant shades of red, orange, or yellow 
when cultivated on a substratum of different composition. 
The intensity of color may also vary with successive cultures 
grown under "Sie ssme conditions. Little is znown regarding 
the chemical composition of these pigcjents or of the 
factors which directly influence their production. Some 
of those observed in this work are water soluble while 
pj^actically all are alchhol soluble. 
The. value of pigment production as a reliable 
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character in species diTferentiatlon is very limited^ The 
presence or absence of pigaent and the extent to which it 
diffuses into the siediua should be recorded as accessory 
characters, but they are not to be regarded as a basis for 
important distinctions. 
After cultivation for long period on artificial media 
some of "Kie organisms studied have been found to lose their 
characteristic pigaients, or they may be much less intense than 
when first isolated. ^Shether species isolated frc«a the soil 
would regain the power to produce this pigment has not been 
determined. -
2. Gelatin liquefaction. The ability to liquefy 
gelatin Is perhaps the most constat physiological character 
and shows a closer relationship to morpiiology than any other* 
Strains which are identical moritologically will usually show 
the same reaction toward gelatin., !Elhc^ attaches 
sufficient impoi'tance to this property to use it as a 
primary basis for differentiation in his icej to s5>ecies of 
Fenicilliua. 
3. Action on millc> Sterilized railk serves as an 
excellent medium for some species while others refuse to 
grow upon. it. IVhile the digestion of milk is evidence of the 
ability of the organism to produce a certain tjrpe of 
proteolysis, this character is by no means as coi^ant or as 
reliable as gelatin liquefaction. In a series of four strains 
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of Trichodernia ligaoruBi which were, alike siorphologically, 
three-gEe^'poorly and caused sii^t digestion, while the 
fourth grew abundantly, producing typical f3?uiting areas and 
completely digesting the milk in ten to fifteen days. 
4. trtilization of •verlous c&rb<^3p3i>ates . &s sole 
soureea of carbon. The selective fermentation of variotis 
carbohydrates, particularly the sugars, has come to be one 
of the aost iaportant bases of differentiating the bacteria 
into species. Such reactions, in fact, are practically the 
sole means of separating certain groups, the aembers of which 
are indistinguishable on aiorphological characters. Although 
the fungi are -aore complex laorphologically than the bacteria, 
and therefore probably less specific in their nutritional 
requiresients, it was thoxi^t not iiaprobable than certain 
organisms or groupa of organis^ mi^t be specific for 
certain carbohydrates. In order.to detenaine whether the 
ability of an organism to attack carbohydrates can be 
employed to separate it fron closely allied fonas, the 
species under observation were grown on Dox synthetic 
solution (30) * with the varioxis compounds mentioned in the 
discussion of culture raedia serving as sole sources of 
carbon. The results secured are presented in Table I. 
From an examination of the data in this table, it Tsrill 
be noted that^ in general, the compounds T/hich were readily 
available to. one group of organisms were as easily attacked 
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TABLE I 
Grovrtli ot Fangi on Dox Solution witn VsLVio-as Garlj* 
: Dez^ zlie-m- : Sa- . : t : 
rtrose tlose : lactose : Lactose: Maltose: Manni' 
Or^^anlam :: li . r : 1J^ 15^ : : 1% 
H 
p 
a 
n 
V 
a 
V 
n 
n 
t> 
n 
fl 
Si: 
It 
If 
•n 
It 
0 
H 
ff 
niger •• ri'-i* I r ? I i i + G 4-4-f- G 
Wentii is<rf.l)„ -{-++ + G * < t 5 T r G 
Wentii (WSDA)" •1 'H' -H- 0 » 1 • •* " *t G 
flavrts ( soil) t » r "i-" r * > » i I i -H- G 4-F4- 4-H-
f lavas (USDA) +++ l il -H-+ G 4-4-i-
ter2?etts +++ +-H- ++ •H- 4-4r4- G 
rehmti •H-+ +-H- •i-H- -t~f4- 4-4H- 4-4-
minatas, n-sp. » t. t r *  -f^ -+ +-M- 4-H- 4-4-4- 4-
Tsmais, n*sp« +->-+ -h++ -H-+ •f4"l- 4-4-i- 4-4-
ranioaxts, n.sp. -H-+ +++ G 0 0 G 
tard^, n. sp. 6 G G G G G 
^Lauctts +++ +++ +4-J- 4 -^4 4-
So. 144 +-H- ++-(• +4-+ 4-HI' t * * •I 4 T 
5o. 1130 +++ 4~V4- 4-h4- +-J-4- 4-5-
ptu^mrogemim t 1 t. T -TT 4-4-f G 4"f-J- G 
roqaeforti 4-W- -}-++ 4- •h 4-
lilaeiiaza {soH}-5^ 4-4-4- 4- 4-f-4- 4-44-
lilacin-um (TJSI)A)+++ 4-++ 44-4-- G -t- - t « 4~}-4-
pinopMlm +++ 4-++ 4-H- 0 4*4-7- d 
c^lacem n»sp* +++ 4-4-r 44-4- 4- 4-f-S- » • • "f "j 
Koningi -H-+ • 4- 44-4" G 9 4-
lignortxEB +++ -W-f 4-4-4- +++ 4- 4-4-f 
• lignortan So.l98 +++ +++ 4-H- -}-4"f 4- -i-4-4-
flavEts n.sp. +++ 4-1-4- G G t t- t . 1 
Typical gpowtli, froiting 
Pair growthy not ^ ++ 
Poop growth + 
Germination only G 
So groffltli 0 
'^Species designated as ITSDA were transfers fpcm cultures received tscssL E 
, ( 
1 
\ 
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TABLE I 
Itii Yarious Garbohydrates as St)urces of Carbon 
I t tLactle :Oxalic; Citric : Malic :Benzoic:Tartaric 
secHaltose tManirf.te; Acid :A^d s"Acld : Acid lAcid : Acid 
; 1^  ; li ; 1% ; 0>1^  : Q>5^  ii.0^ 5% :0,Q5^  ; 0,5% . 
1 i'l' G 4-h 6 •j"i "I' +4- 0 1 '1 -l' 
-{-{•+ G + 0 +4- 4-4- 0 4-4-
+++ G +++ G ++ •h4-4" 0 4-4-+ f f 1  i- t "I « » « •1 '4 1 r • f 'I 'l I 0 0 G 0 4-4-
+++ I 1 I 1 * 1 ^ T "r 0 G G 0 •i •r4-
-H-+ G +++ - G ++ * * t "I'T'T G 4-
"{•++ •4-f G 0 0 4- 4-
+++ 4- 0 0 -0 0 0 0 
+++ + + •4—i- 0 t- t- 1 "TV" 4-i-4- 4-4-i- T-M-
0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.Q. G 0 0 0 G 0 0 
+-W- + 0 0 0 0 0 0 
•t i 1 i 11 +++ 0 -H-i- t r t-TV r + , .4-4-
4-f+ ++ 0 0 G G 0 
+++ G f f t. ^ -i i 1 G 0 4-i-4- 0 0 
i I 1 •H-+ 0 0 4-W- G G 
++4- * * -> •ri T +++ G G 4-i- 4- 0 
+++ G 0 G 6 0 
0 ++ 0 + 4- 4- 0 
•1 -i } r G 0 0 0 0 
-r G G 0 4- 0 0 
+ +-H- + 0 G 4- 4- 0 
+ +++ +++ 0 ++ -H-.. + 0 
G G 0 + G 0 0 
received fraa Br. Thom. 
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"by many OTAIER groTips TjSiich. raay OP rnay no-fe be alike raorplio-
logically. D6xti»ose, ievjilose, and maltose served as 
excellent sources of carbon for most of the organisms tested; 
lactose, la.ctic acid, galactose, malic acid, tartaric acid, 
and aannite produced excellent growth with soiJie species while 
otaier failed to genaiaate, or grew poorly; ben?.oic acid in 
low concentration produced poor growth in a fevr cases, hut 
liJse oxalic acid, it was generally not attacked. Citric acid 
was utilized hy Aspergillus niger, by A. terreus, and by one 
strain of Trichoderaa ligoorum. 
That a certain degree of specificity does exist aaong 
t^e fungi, however, at least in the species of Aspergillus 
studied, is dioan by Pig* 1, which is based on the data in 
Table I«. It was found that twelve species of Aspergillus 
could be divided into two groups on the basis of tartaric 
acid utilization, A second division in both the tartaric 
acid positive and negative groups was made on lactose 
fermentation. Benzoic acid served to separate the tartaric 
acid positive, lactose positive species, and citric acid the 
lactose negative organisas. A. niger and A. Wentii were 
identical physiologically. 
In the tartaric acid negative group, a second division 
was laade on lactose fermentation, and the lactose positive 
organisms distinguished by their reaction to citric acid. 
A. terreus was citrie,«cid positive, while the citric acid 
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negative group was further suidiviQed m.llc acid and 
benzoic aeid. The tartaric acid negative, lactase negative 
group was separated first on dextrose feraaentation, and 
finally with aaltose, 
iEhese results are of interest in that they indicate 
the possible value of physiological studies if morphology were 
less reliable. But in view of the fact that all of these 
species can be distinguished readily morphologically, without 
Eiaking detailed physiological studies, such results are not 
particxilarly significant» It muat be kept in mind, also, that 
only twelve sp^ies were considered in this work. The study 
of a larger number of organisms xuadoubtedly would be 
accompanied by greater difficulties in finding specific 
differences. 
Nomenclature 
Generic characters aniong most of the genera of the 
Pungi Imperfecti are not clearly defined, or perhaps it should 
be said that the individual fungi occtHTing in nature do not 
always fall -within the boundary lines which have been 
established to delimit certain genera. TJhile aost of the 
genera occxirring commonly in the soil have typical species 
•which -ffould not be confused vrith those of another group, 
there are many inteiraediate forms which overlap generic 
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boijndary lines and thei^"b7 tend to eliminate sharp distinc­
tions between these groups. 
Such variations are illustrated "by the genus Penieilliuia, 
which is defin^dchy Lindau (16|[ as including those species 
that fruit asexually, with conidiophores branched to form a 
penicillate head, the conidiophores not inflated at the apex, 
and the head not enclosed in slime. Species producing 
typical penicillate fructifications are recognized readily, 
but it is those fonas which deviate from the type that present 
difficulties. Considerable iracertainty often arises in 
differentiating between Penicilliiiin and Spicarla, a closely 
related genua, which is defined by Lindau (15) as including 
species -with the conidiophores branched, usually in whorls, 
but also alternate or opposite,, with the conidia borne in 
chains on terrainal sterigmata, and not forating penicillate 
heads. %is genus likewise is represented by typical species, 
yet in considering rn^y of the fungi as they are found in 
nature, it is often difficult to draw a sharp line of 
distinction between Penicillium and Spicaria. This difficulty 
was experienced frequently in examining organisas isolated 
from the soil. Jensen*s (14) drawings of Spicaria 
siaplicissirBa Oud., furthersore, do not show a condition 
greatly unlike that found in penicilliina divaricatua .Thorn» 
In order to correspond with the characteristics of 
the genus, the conidiiferous cells of s typical Spicaria should 
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arise at a gzreater angle from the conidEophore than do those 
of Penlelllitca^ thereby forming a very loose head, in contrast 
to the fairly corapact penicillate fructifications of the 
latter genus. The conidliferous cells of Penicilliua are 
grouped nearly parallel in the penicillate head. A further 
distinction is that there are seldom more than three conidial 
chains produced from a single conidiophore in Spicaria, while 
the heads of Penioilliuia are cosrposed of nisny chains. It is 
not uncotamon, however, to find in a culture of a typical 
Penicilliua. short stalks arising frota aerial rayceliua which 
bear but'one or two canidial chains, Althou^ the conidio-
phores of Spicaria are usually bran<daed in sttorls, the 
absence of this character should not be tafeen as a basis for 
eliiainatlng a species from the genus if the fructifications 
are otherwise typical. 
The genus Gliocladiura differs from. PeniciIlium only 
in having the perfci3-late head enclosed in a sheath of sliiae 
or aucous. In the strains of the single species of the 
genus isolated in this study, the production of slime was 
marked, leaving no doubt as to the identity of the genus. 
^e validity of the genus Briarea, Thich is Biore 
closely related to Spicaria than to Penicilliugi is question­
able. Corda erected this genus to include species in which 
the conidia are borne directly on the conidiophore without 
intermediate cells. Only two species are described in 
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Rsbeciiorst (16). Althoui;^ conidiopliores "bearing conidial 
clisins directly without steri^ata are al-ways fovuad in 
cultures of Spicaria Yiolaceua n. sp., the predominating 
i type of fruiting structure is typical of Spicaria, and the 
orgsnisEi was therefore placed in this genus. If fungi are 
found ^ hich continue to reproduce only hy the Briarea type 
of fructification, they probably t^ould be deserving of 
separate generic ranJc. Such forms are either extremely 
rare in nature, if they occxir at all, or they are not 
coiasionly reported. 
Identification of members of the genus Aspergillus is 
a much silkier matter so far as determining the genus is 
I concfirned. Shis genu^ aay be taken to include those species 
j 
which continue to reproduce asexually "eith conidiophores 
inflated at the apex tof ona a vesicle, which bears conidia 
in chains on branched or unbranched sterigraata. Ihe author 
is not inclined to recognize either the genus Sterigmatocystis, 
which was erected by Cramer to include forais having the 
sterigmata in two series, or the genus Citromyces I'^ehaer, 
the species of which have the power to produce citric acid. 
Physiological properties are not sufficiently specific 
among the fungi to serve as bases for generic differentiation, 
and it is doubtful if even species can be separated on such 
characters alone. I-Ieither do members of the genus having 
double sterigmata shoti sufficient differences fro:;: those -arith 
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siagie sterrigraata to warrant placing them in a separate genas. 
ifo atteaapt iias been uiade in this paper to identify 
meabers of the geniis Aspergillus which produce perfect stages 
as species of aurotitm. Since the asexual stage is the one 
coiaraonly observed, ishile the sexual frt&ing structures are 
often transient in their appearance, it seemed desirable to 
consider only the conidial type of fructification as of 
primary importance. 
Another genus of considerable importance in the soil 
is Trichoderma* Difficulties similar to those experienced in 
determining sp^ies of Penicilliua and Spicaria are encountered 
in distinguishing members of this genus from those of 
Acrostalagaus:. Acrostal&gmug is characterized by Lindau (16) 
as having canidiophores which shovf ^.-horled branching, and 
Tsrith conidia borne tsraainally in a head ensheathed v;ith 
slime. 2he conidiophores of grichodenaa are branched 
alternately or oppositely, but not in tifhoris, and the conidia 
are not embedded in slime. Theoretically these should be 
good generic characters, but in practice it is not always 
an easy matter to separate species on the basis of such 
differences» In considering these genera, a definite 
conception of ishat constitutes whorled branching becomes 
important. In this paper a whorl is taken to mean a set 
of three or m63*e atalics arranged in a cirole around a 
conidiophore, and ..arising from it in the same plahe arith one 
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another'. On the basis of this definition, cultures of the 
organism identified as Trlchoderflia lignoruta frequently have 
conidiophores showing whorled as well as alternate branching. 
The conidiophores of the series represented by strain Ifo. 
198 in particular show chai-acteristic whorls, but the heads 
are not enclosed in sliae^ That these observations were not 
made vfith contaminated ctiltures is evident from the fact that 
both types of fructification were found in the saae colony. 
If it were not for the close relationship existing betv/een 
the strnins of this series and llgnoruia, it is conceivable 
that they laight be classed as species of" Acrostalagaus. 
It seems, therefore, that exact differentiation between 
(grichodemia and Acroatalagaus rests upon the degree of ichorled 
branching, rather thani.',upon the mere presence or absence of^ 
this character. The species of ?riclioderiaa observed in this 
study never produced the long spikelets ?rLth successive whorls 
which charactcrl25e • Acrostalaggus cinnabarinus. In Trichoderma 
not more than two whorls have been observed on a single 
conidiophore, and usually there is but one. The production of 
mucous aust also be looked for in species of Acrostalagiiius. 
From a consideration of the relatively fe^ species 
studied in this work, an attempt to revise the genera 
mentioned woald be inadstisable» VJhile a revision seems 
desirable in some instances, it could be accoiaplished only 
after a very thorough study of the literature and an 
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examinatlon ot herbaria nxaterial and authentic cultizres from 
all available sota?ces. 
Description of Species 
In addition to such standard siycological references 
as Rabeiihorst (16) and Saccardo (23), aany sources of iaforiaa-' 
tion have been consulted in identifying the species of fungi 
isolated in this work. Thorn*s key (so) is a very valuable 
aid in detenaining certain species of ?enicilliu2i<. The views 
of Bioorge (3) on the taxonoray of this genus, as expressed in 
his recent monograph, are confusing, and identification of 
species froza his descriptions and key is difficult- The kind 
ptid- amount of conation shoisn. by a colony Is not sufficiently 
characteristic of laost species of Penicilliuia to be used in 
making divisions of the group. Biourge bases the creation 
of sub-sections on this character. He has also attempted 
to revive the specific name Penicilliusi glaucura, the 
desirability of which is very questionable. Thorn (SO) has 
shown that this term has been applied loosely to a collection 
of green forms, and that rhere is no evidence to indicate 
what snecies had under observation -chen the name was 
first used. It should therefore be discarded. 
For the genus Aspergillus rtehaer's key (38) is of 
considerable assistance, isriiile the papers of Thoni and 
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Church (51')» (30), aad of OJhon and Cxirrie (33.) throw 
consides^abie li^t upon the reiaiioaships existing between 
certain groups of this geaus. 
Ihe taxonoaic literature relating to the less comaon 
genera is limited, and identification of species vrith any 
degree of certainty is difficult, based as it must be solely 
upon the meager cultural data available • lEhe published 
descriptions in many cases not only fail to include the 
essential details of laorphology, i)ut inforciation as to the 
culture mediua, temperature, and incubation period is 
entirely lacking. 
Decision to create the new species described here 
•was reached only after ccsaparison isrith authentic cultraces, 
n&en available, and careful examination of the literature 
failed to reveal stiTficient sisiilarities with the organism 
concerned to justify placing it in any of the established 
species. Siat neicr species of fungi would be isolated from 
the soil is not to be unexpected in view of the fact that 
few systematic studies of the fungous flora of agriciiltural 
soils have been made. 
!ghe ^nus Aspergillus Mcliell. 
The genus A3perp:illus comprises one of the ;30st 
important groups of fungi found in the soil, judging from 
the frequency with vThich members of the genus occurred 
cm agar plates. Tiaey were found to be regularly present 
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in all the soils ex&iained. 
1. A. fuatgatjos Fz*es. Tiie soil strains ere typical 
of ctiltores of the organism received froa other sources, and 
of published descriptions of the . species (16), (^0- «ith 
the possible exception of Trichoderiaa lignorxua, Aspergillus 
fumigatus was.found in larger numbers than any other single 
speeies, colonies of this organism developing on plates from 
every soil at each examination, and often on every plate poured. 
2. A. niger van Tieghea. During the early part of this 
investigation, A. niger was found to be a coaaion inhabitant 
of the soils studied, but later, in the fall and winter of 
1924, its appearance on plates becane rare. This is-
surprising in view of the cosmopolitan natxire of the species. 
Ho explanation readily suggests itself other than that spores 
of the organism were laissed in saspling, 
3. A. Wentii Wehmer. ^series of fungi belonging to 
this species was isolated, at one end of \vhich is a foria 
that is never floccosc, and at the other end one showing the 
deep floccosity of the type species. Several interraediate 
strains sho?/ varj^ng degree of floccosity. 'Kiis character­
istic has remained constant through a long period of 
culturing. ?ihen young, the floccose soil strains are 
indistinguishable from the type, but with age the type species 
becomes old gold (XVIJ<-to medal bronze (lY) in color, 
*Soman-iJmia^pais refer to plate rcusabers in Rl<^a7«s color 
chart { '22)« 
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while the soil strains reciain a li^t honey yellow (XXX). 
Milk is digested by Tx>1±i in seven days. Gelatin is slowly 
liquefied, with some free liquid produced in three weeks* 
One soil strain does not liquefy gelatin. 
4. A. rehiaii Zttkal. A. rehtnli has not been reported 
previously from the soil. A forsn which corresponds closely 
in most morphological details with available descriptions of 
A. r^a3A 2ukal (15) , (24), was isolated repeatedly froa the 
soils studied. ^ cultural characterization is as follows: 
Colonies on Czapek»s agar white or pale yellow at first, 
becotaing sulfur yelloTff (V) or barium yellow (XVI) in five to 
seven days with the appearance of sclei'otia, with pale buff 
to pinki^ buff (XXIX) or vinaceous bixff (XL) fruiting areas 
developing at the aargins or over the entire colony. One 
strain does not pi-oduce sclerotia, while others have few 
conidial areas. Fruiting areas becoae pinkish cirxnaaon (XXIX) 
to avellaneous (XL) with age. Reverse of colony various 
shades of yellow to brown; pigment diffuses into the siedium, 
coloring it brown in old cultures. Conidiophores arise 
directly from the substrattaa, 400 to 80C u in height by 
4.0 to 5.0 u in diameter; some shorter, 200 to 300 u. Heads 
loose masses of conidial chains, radiate, 50 to 80 u in diasieter. 
Conidiophores enlarge at the apex into sli^tly elongated, 
dorae-shaped, smooth vesicles, 16 to 25u:long by 10 to 20 u 
broad; feT?tile on ..the upper two-thirds, bearing sterigiaata 
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in two series, primary 6.5 by 2-5 u; secondary 6.0 "by 1.5 u. 
Couidia globose, finely granular, 2.2 to 5.2 u in diameter, 
mode 2.8 u. 
Growth on bean ag^ and ric«, typical. Milic, fair; 
digestion cosaplete in ten days. Gelatin, liquefaction slow, 
•with few drops of free liquid in seven to ei^t days; liquid 
usually straw colored. Box solution vrith dextrose, levulos© 
galactose, lactose, laaltose, aalic acid as sources of carbon 
growth typical; mannite, fair; tartaric acid, benzoic acid. 
If 
poor; oxalic acid, citric acid, no growth; lactic acid, 
germination only. 
According to Thora and Church (^), the organism 
described as A. rehmii by Saito (3!!$) belongs with the allies 
of A* flavus. While it may be considered a memberc of this 
group, A. rebmi 1 can be distinguished from A. flavus by the 
following characters; A. rehmii is never green, while A-
flavus is always some shade of green; the sterigmata of 
A. rehmii are always in two series, while those of A. flavus 
, are usually single, although they may be branched; the 
sclerotia of A. rehxaii are soft, densely crowded, and 
s 
bri^t sulfur or barirm yellow, while those of A* flavus 
are hard and parenchymatous, usually scattered, and are 
1 dark brown or black. 
! 5, A. flavus Link. T-ypical representatives of this 
i ' ~ 
species were isolated rep5al<edly from all the soils examined 
—OO— 
6. A tegreus ^om and Church.. ®iis is one of the 
most comon soil fungi, strains of the organism which correspond 
in all essential details with the original description (51) 
appearing on the plates at every exaiaination. They produce 
typical growth on bean agar and rice; digest miUs in seven 
to ten days; do not liquefy gelatin, or only very slowly. 
Growth on Dox solution is typical with dextrose, levulose, 
. maltose, and lactic acid; fair growth with galactose, lactose, 
citric acid, malic acid, and tartaric acid; germination 
only with aannite; no growth with oxalic and benzoic acids. 
7» A.mdjautaiisaa.gp. One of the predoalaating groups 
of organisms found in the soils studied is a series of forms 
v?hich apparently beloi3«5 to the Aspergillopsis group of 
Sopp (26), and vdiich v/ere described by him as species of 
I Peniciliiusu They are closely related to such forms as 
Penicillim hypo~ janthinum and ?, roseo~clnnabarinum of 
Biourge (3). Placing such foms in the genus peniciIlium 
does, not seesk to be justified, however, when certain 
characters which closely ally them with Aspergillus are 
considered. The apical ends of the conidiophores of these 
organisms enlarge to form,-- a vesicle, which, though small, 
is nevertheless distinct. The sterigmata, which occur in 
two series, are lilcewise characteristic of Aspergillus and 
do not resemble the conidiiferous cells of Penicillixua. 
The writer is therefore inclined to consider descriptions 
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placing such, forms in tiie genus Penicillium as incorrect. 
Since no suitable naae for the orgazdLsa was found in 
f tJie lit«j?atare, ttie tern A^ainutus -was applied • ^e following 
i description is based (m cultural examination of a large 
I nuHber of isolations and is laade broad enou^ to include a 
I group of closely related strains• 
I Colonies on Czapek's agar white at first, becoming 
I neutral gray (LXXX) in seven to ten days with the appearance 
I of fruiting areas, turning dark g;ray to brown in two weeks, 
I and beccming various shades of brown with age. Surface 
rfelty, Reverse of colony varioiis ^aades of yellow and oi?ange, 
I the color often deepening to brown with age. I>iffusion of 
I the piginent into the medium Is very slow* Gonidiophores 
I septate, arising as short side branches of aerial oyceliua, 
I 30 to 60 u in length by 3 u in diameter; rarely attain 
hei^t of 125 u. Heads usually round and radiate in young 
cultures, but they often become calyptriform in old cultiires-
I Vesicles small 8.0 to 18.0 u in diameter, globose or nearly 
j so, smooth, and usually sli^tly drooping on the conidiophore, 
I bearing on their upper surface four to eight sterigiaata, 
I the latter in two series, primary ft.8 to 6.5 u by 3.5 to 
3.8 u, secondary 4,8 by 3,2 u. Gonidia globose, markedly 
verrucose, lif^t brown in .mass, 3.2 to 4.5 u in. diameter, 
1 
i mode 3.5 u. Solerotia or perithetia not observed. 
I 
\ Orowth on bean agar azid rice, typical. Gelatin 
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llqttefied In t«i to foiarteeai days* Hilk^ poor growth, with 
only partial digestion in two weeks* Dox solution with 
dextrose, levulose, galactose, lactose, maltose, typical; 
zaannite, poor; lactic acid, oxalic add, citric acid, malic 
acid, heazoic acid, no grow12i; tartaric acid^ gera^tnation only. 
Habitat: Soil. 
8» A* hangts, n* sp.. This organisa is a member of a 
less comncm group of soil Aspergilli, althoujpi its occttrrence 
is no1i rare. It is also a low growing form on culture media, 
but differs ?frcHa A* minutus in that the surface growth is 
powdery usually zonate rather than felty to cottony, 
and always shDrs shades of greipn, as opposed to the grays and 
browns of mlnutus* !nieir microscopic crharacters are also 
easily dist^aguishable* Sie cultural description is as 
follows: 
Colonies on Czapek*s agar white at first, becoming 
Saccardo*s olive (XTI) in seven to ten days, jand changing 
throu^ a series of olive shades with age, buffy olive (XXX), 
deep olive (XL), finally becoming Saccardo*s umber (XXIX) • 
Colonies are usually surroiinded by b3?oad, sterile margins 
of colorless myceliiSBi. Reverse various shades of yellow to 
or^gei coloring the medium a li^t amber brown in old 
cultures. Surface powdery, consisting of short conidiophores 
|w4iich arise directly from the substratrua or as branches of 
I submerged i^celium. C<Hiidiophore3 septate, sswoth, 50 to 
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2Q0 u in lengttij Pa3^ely attain a hei^t ot 250 to 2^ 75 u# 
Heads round in eultures, "bat old cultures sKty s^iow long, 
CfOltamiar> compact masses ot elaains up to 30^0 u in leagtztt* 
yesicles saootti, globose to pyriform, 16 to 30 u long "by 
15 to 25 a in diameter, iaode 24 by 18 u« Fertile area coTrers 
entire surface of the vesicle* Sterigsiata always in two 
series^ primapy 4»8 to 6»5 u by 3.2 u, secondai^ 6.5 to 8.0 
by 2.5 u. Gonidia globose^ verrucose, li^t olive green in 
iaas3^ 3.0 to 3.5 u in diaiaeter. I Growth, on bean agar similar to that on Caapek's; surface 
deeper in color, colo^es definitely zonate. Rice, typical, 
often cottony5 laediuia colored various shades of orange. 
Milk, broi»n> pow&ryj digestion complete in ten days; 
BiediuBi colored yellow to aiaber* Gelatin liquefied in 
seven days; colonies floating in free liquid in ten days; 
. . .  
liquefied gelatin colored li^t wine red, 
Sclerotia or perithecia not observed. 
I Box soluti<m with dextrose, levulose, galactose, lactose, I maltose, citric acid, smlic acid, benzoic acid, and tartaric 
acid, typical growth; lactic acid and i^nnite, fair; no 
I growth wi"Hi oxalic acid* 
i 
Habitats soil­
s' A. rairtosua, n. sp. Sopp's (28) Aspergilloides 
I section of Fenicilliuia Includes Citromyces-like organisms 
: in which fee sli^tly inflated apex of the main conidiophore 
i f 
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"bears seyeral secondary b3?anc]ies, vliicb. he temed sterlgmata. 
IBiese. seconda3?y branciiea also enlarge at the apex and bear conidial cbains on sterlgmata. Sucb apecies may correctly be 
considered intermediate betareen Aspergillus and Penlcllllxmi» 
and ttnlesTS a s^arate genus is created for tiiem, their proper 
tiaxonomlc position presents a problea. Since they do not 
di^er tram the estabil^ed genera sufficiently to wari^t 
taie creation of a new genus, their classification becoiaes a 
qiiestion of *±teQier they shall be considered species of 
I Asperglllns or PeaaLcilllagi« 
The author caimot agree with Sog3pl.in his classification 
of such organisms as species of Penlcilllna^ !Qiis opinion 
is based on an examination of ht» drawings and descriptions, 
since cizitui*es of his species were not available for 
examination. As long as the genus Aspergillus is defined 
ias incltidlng tiiose species with their conidiojdiores inflated at the apex to form a vesicle, it se^s that organisms of the 
I Aspergllloldes type most remain in this genns. Ihe sterlgmata 
j of Sopp*^s species, as shown by his drawings, are borne on 
j laie apex of the inflated conidlophore in a manner typical 
of many species of Aspergillus, while the penicillate type 
of fructification is lacking. The author feels, therefore, 
that these (daaracters are sufficient re&aon for placing 
them in the genus Aspergillus. As stated by Sopp, they 
bear a close morphological 3?esemblance to Gitromyces and 
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Tol^t "be SO classified if tJiey have the power of producing 
citric acid. Sopp did not include data oa citric acid 
prodiaction, The writer, however, prefe3?s to Ijaclude the 
CitrcHigces section in. the genus Aspergillus» 
Opganisas closely related to meaibers of Sppp*s 
Aspergilloidea group were isolated frequently from the soils 
examined In this study« Since they differed in cultural 
details from his spiscies, his specific names were not ji 
applica^e, and the soil strains were classified as a new 
species of Aspergillus > A* vsssosTxa* The cultural character­
ization is as follows: 
I Golonies on Czapek* s agar white at first, becoming 
8 • . . j calla: g3?een (^) or cedar green (VI) in five to seven days, 
i changing through brownish olive shades witai age (SXX), and finally becoming snuff brown (XOX) in six to seven 
weeks. Reverse of colony various ^ lades of greenish brown. 
Surface powdery, consisting of dark, moltiseptate myceliuta. 
, 
Conidiophores arise directly from the substratum or as 
branches of mycelium close to the substratum, multiseptate, 
I variable in lengtai, 200 to 700 u; three to six secondary 
I branches often arise aplcally from the main conidiophore, 
35 to 125 u in length. Both branched and unbranched 
conidioi^ores are present in the same culture. 2he 
conidiophores enlar^ gradually x^ward, increasing in 
diameter from 6.5 to 8»0 u at the base to 12 to 20 u at the 
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base of the veaicl.e* Reads y&sj loose aggregate of chs±as. 
Vesicles saool^j^ elongate, doaae shaped, not sharply dtffea?-
entlated from the ctKiidiophoresj^ 18 to 30 u l<mg "by 12 to 20 u 
Ihroad* Sterigteta alwaya In one series, oblong to lagenifona, 
8^0 to 15»0 n long by 4.0 to 5.0 u brt>ad» Conidia ovoid to 
elliptical^ gpanalar mider oil iBEaeralon, 5.0 to 8*0 by 4,0 
6»5 u in size. Sclerotia or perithecia not observed. 
Bean agar^, typioal growtai; surface deeper green than 
on Czapelc*s agar, hellebore gre^ (xyil)* Bice, no growth. 
Mllic, poor growth at first; good growth in three weeks; 
digestion none or sli^t. Gelatin, no growth; a few mycelial 
threads are visible tmder -ttie 1cm power. 
i Dox solution with d«ctrOse and levulose, typical 
growth; galactose, poor; no growth with lactose, maltose, 
iaannite, lactic acid, malic acid, oxalic acid, citieic acid, 
' 
benzoic acid, tartaric acid. 
10. A. tardus, n» sp> Sais organism, T«hich was 
isolated bat once from the soil, grows very slowly on 
Czapelc*s agar. Kte growth is scanty and spreads very little 
from "ttie point of inoculation until it is "fcree to four 
weeks old, when good growth develops. Surface mytho to 
asphodel green (XLI), powdery, consisting of conidioj^ores 
which a^ise as branches of suteaerged mycelium or directly 
from the substratum. Conidi6|)ihores up to 275 u in hei^t. 
Vesicles globose, 8.0 to 10.0 u in diameter; sterigmata in 
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two series, primary 4.8 to 6«5 u by 2.5 to 5.0 u, secondary 
6.5 by 2.5 to 5*5 u. Conidia soooth, very ligjit green, 
globose to ovoid, 3-2 to 4.0 u long by 2.0 to S.aibroad. 
Sclerotia or perithecia not observed--
Seiatin, poor growtb; liquefaction very slow, softening 
in t^ to fourteen days, colonies floating in f3?ee.liquid in 
four weeks; strong odor of ammonia* Milic, poor growth; 
digestion partial in ten days; medium colored purple to red­
dish brown, Rice, fair growtii. 
Pox solution, no ^ owtit regardless of source of carbon-. 
Habitat: Soil. 
11. A. elavatua Desaasleres. 
12. A. Koningi Pud. 
13. A. glauctte Link. -
fff** three organisms last named were not frequently 
I encountered in the soils examined. Ho essential differences 
I were observed between the soil strains and cultures of the 
organisms received from other soxirces. 
The Genus Peniolllium Iiiaak. 
Waksmaa's staten^nt (34) that this is one of the 
most ccHmnon soil genera is borne out by the present work. 
Together with Aspergillus and Trichoderma, it ranks as one 
of the most important soil groups. Species of the genus 
were found to be constantly present throii^out the year in 
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all of the soils exsmined. The following species were isolated; 
1> F* expansMa £i3::Jc emended !I3ioa> 'She soil strains 
correspond with ?I!hoia*s abrphological and cultxtral data. 
Isolated repeatedly from all the soils examined. 
2^ P» roqueforti ghorn. Biat an organism should be 
isolated from: the soil which corresponds in all essential 
dietails wil^ tiie fiingus resjKjnsible for the characteristic 
ripening of Roquefort cheese is rather sxirprising. Several 
cultures of this species were obtained which were indis­
tinguishable frcKs a strain of the cheese fungus received 
front. Dr^ Thoia-
3, p. luteum Zukal. The frequent occurrence of this 
organism in soils and its ability to oxidize elemental sulfur 
to the sulfate form was reported in a previous paper (1). 
!Ehis is reco^ized as a group species which includes those 
Peniciliia producing yellowish or reddish sclerotia* Both 
the red and yellow forms were isolated from the soils 
examined in the present work,. Sopp (283 believed"; 
that the species Joe described as P. gulfu3?eum and ?. 
sflTTgni-TTiftTTTn TTii gbt also,,be classed as luteuia^ 
fhom i^'O) questioned the exisiience of polyaorphism 
in this species. IShile not exhibiBng true polymorphism, the 
strains isolated from the soil were found to lose their 
characteristic property of producing yellow iclerotia, 
which is the distinguishing character when first isolated, and 
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to change over to a pale green conidial stage, Hie sulfur-
o^dizlng power of the organism was also c<»isiderably reduced» 
lather evidence of the ability of this fungus to 
oxidize sulfur, both in the soil and in solution cultures 
with free sulfur and sodium suifocyanate as sources of sulfur, 
is reported by Bollen (5), who found the yellow forias of this 
species occurring in large nuoi^ers in sulfur-treated soils. 
4, p. ghcMa, Isolated repeatedly from all 
soils examined. 
5. p> frtT^-^culosiaa gh<«a» sSiile this is not a predosmiant 
species in the soil, its occurrence is frequent, fhe soil 
s^pains correspond in all essential details with the 
original description {33)• 
S, p. purpurogenum Stoll. Ifhis species was found 
commonly in the soil, althou^ it did not occur in as large 
numbers' as P» pin<^diiluia. 
7^ P. lilaainum Thoa. Several isolations were aade 
of an organism having the general appe^ance and character­
istics of P> lilac inum, but showing certain variations from 
I the type species, a cultiare of which was received from 
Thoa. "ISie differences noted, however, were not siifficient 
to warrant the cz^eation of a new ^>ecies or even a variety. 
When grown on (Jzapek's agar the ccmidiophores of the 
soil strain reach a height of 300 to 700 u as opposed to 
100 u fo2» the type species. 5he surface of the soil strain 
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has -a powdei^ appeapsaice with little indication of the 
flbccosity of ttie type* 3b difSferences could be detected 
in the type of ooi^dial fructification other than that noted. 
Sie two organissis showed no differences in their 
reactions to lailk and gelatin. That the soil str^ is 
more active in utilizing certain organic compounds as sole 
sources of carbon in solution cultures is shown by the 
data in Table I• Lactose, lactic acid, ma2ic acid, and 
benzoic acid produced growth with the soil strain but not 
with the type* 
8. ?.. chrysogenun Thoia. She occurrence of Ills 
organisia in the soils studied was infrequent. Sie soil 
cultures were identical with cme received from Dr. Thom» 
9. P> eoaanmne ^om. 
10* P» rugulosuffl Thoni. 
11. P. duclauxi Delacroix. 
The three species last named were isolated only 
occasionally. 
^e Ctenus Gliocladlam Gorda. 
The production of a slime or mucous which surrounds 
the penictllate fruiting head is the only character which 
separates the genus GHocladiuci from the genus Pepicilllttm. 
One species of the genus, which was isolated frequently 
fr<wi the soils studied, was identified as g. peniciXloides 
Gorda; TOiile positive identlficaticHi as the original 
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opganism ijdiicii Corda woriced is ia^ssilale frosa the data 
given in Ms description, the soil strain was placed as sutdi 
as an alternative to describing a new species. Kie cultural 
cliaraeterization is as follows: 
Colonies on Gzapek<s agar pure white, broadly spread­
ing^ acKaetlmes fuscus, wi-Hi pale flesh-colored frtfcing sireas 
appearing in "Wie center of the colony in seven to ten days* 
She "fruiting heads are embedded in a slizae which gives the 
colony a aoist appearance, resembling bacterial contasdnation. 
Heverse of colony and meditca colorless. Conidiophores 
septate, arising as branches of aerial aycelium, 50 to 100 u 
in hei^t by 3 u in diameter. Fruiting heads typically 
penicillate, prixaary branches 15 to 25 u long by 5,2 u 
in diaineter, secondary 10 to 15 by 2-5 u, tertisry 10 to 
14 by 1.5 u, Gonidia oblong or bacillate, smooth,^ colorless, 
3»5 to 4.0 u long by 2.0 broad. 
Growth on bean agar and on rice, ptare white, fuscus, 
more abundant than on Gzapek^s agar. Colonies on rice are 
studded with droplets of exuded moisture. Gelatin, fair 
growth, slight liquefaction in ten to foxirteen days; no 
color in aeditaa. Milk, fair, pur© v&ite growth; digestion 
coj^jlete in ten days; 3aediura colored li^t yellow. 
jChe Genjai3^.SpjLc.ar-ia.-HajLtingrn 
Althou^ the gonus Spicaria is not one of the 
oredosiinating soil groups, two species were isolated quite 
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f^qaently, Aftep an exasaination of the literature, it was 
CQnftinded tbat both a]7e species new to science, one of «ftiich 
is described in tMs paper as S* violacenm» Detailed studies 
of tbe second species liave not been coapleted. 
S« violacema can be recognized readily by its striking 
appearance, the beautiful lavender to violet color of the 
colony maldng it easily distinguishable frraa any other fungus 
•ffhich has come under observation in this work. The cultxiral 
characterization is as follows; 
Colonies on Gzapek's agar white at first, becpaiing 
pale vinaceotis lilac to vinaceous lavender (XLI?) in seven 
days, deep dull lavender (XLIV) in fourteen days, and 
I 
I deepening to dark lavender to slate violet (XLiV) with age« 
I Reverse of colony and medium colorless. Surface felty at 
Tirst, usually becojaing smooth to glossy in old cultures• 
Surface growth c<msists of a dense network of thread-like, 
interlacing hyphae. Conidiophores short, up to 100 u in 
length, arising as branches of aerial mycelium, sometimes 
having single branches, or two branches occurring opposite, 
and bearing at the apex one to three long chains of conidia 
on sterigmata. Sterigaata club shaped, 6»5 u long by 2.0 u 
broads Cohidial chains long, up to, 600 or 700 u in length. 
Oonidia elliptical, smooth, hyaline, 3.0 to 5.5 u long by 
8.0 to 2.5 u in width. 
I On bean agar, colonies typical in color, zonate; 
reverse coffee or asiber brown. Sice, typical; laedium colored 
leaon yellow# Milk, fair growtii; digestion coaiplete in 
seven to ten days; laedi-om colored lemon yellow., Gelatin, 
fair growth.; liquefaction in seven days; color in saeditaa 
little or nox^; sli^t odor of araaonia^ 
Box solution with dextrose, levulose, galactose, 
xaaltose, and mannlte, typical; lactose, benzoic acid, poor 
growth; lactic acid, oxalic acid, citric acid, sialic acid, 
and tartaric acid, no growth. 
Habitat: Soil, 
Kie Genus Triebodeireia Fers. 
Members of this genus are widely distributed in soils 
and appear repeatedly on acid agar plates poured from soil 
suspensions* Cultural studies were made on seven cultures 
of organisms belonging to this genus which were isojlated at 
various times. These organisms constitute a series of 
intergrading forms, which show sufficient cxiltural differences 
to be considered as separate species when observed 
individually, but when the entire series is studied in 
parallel culture, the apparently sharp lines of cleavage 
disappear and natural groupings become evident. Two fairly 
well defined groups are recognized, the floccose, green 
forms being classified as T. Koningi and the tufted, green 
to yellow green strains as T* lignorua. The taxonomic 
position of a third group (strain Ho. 198), which produces 
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deep green, tufted frating areas, is not clear, althou^ it 
is elosely allied isith T> ligaonsa^ A xova?tli group of white 
to gray tufted forms j ti^iicii do not grow on Czapek's agar 
and only scantily on acid synthetic agar, but which develop 
fairly well on oatmeal agar, probably deserves separate 
specific rank.. Although members of this latter group were 
isolated frequently, they soon died out in culture, and 
detailed studies wez»e never completed. 
Fr<m Waksman^s notes (3fe) on meafeers of feis genus, 
it, is evident that he worked with groups similar to those 
mentioned above, tfetil suffi<jient data are available to 
make possible definite sepsocation of these groups into 
species, they may be classified provisionally with T. Soningl 
and lignorucu ,-If a complete revision of the genus were 
made, however, new species would probably be established. 
Comparative morphologiand characters of 
the soil strains are.given in Table II. Detailed descriptions 
of these species are given below. ; • 
1. T> Koniggi Pud. Colonies on Gzapek's agar 
spreading, floccose, white at first, but becoming green in 
four to five days. Changes throiigh a series of greens, 
deep greenish glaucus, mytho, to asphodel green (XLI) in 
ten to fourteen days, and remains this color in old ciiltures. 
Reverse of colony and medium colorless. Vegetative hyphae 
hyaline,-septate; fruiting areas compact, tufted. 
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Conidiophoi^s arise as branciies of aerial mycelium, alternate 
or opposite, up to 25 u in iiei^t by 3»0 in diameter, di-
or tricliotomously branched. Fruiting heads 6.5 to 10.0 u 
in diameter? conidia oblong to elliptical, 5.2 to 4.8 u in 
length "by 1»8 to 3.0 u in width, smooth, hyaline. 
I Growth on bean agar, tjrpical; extremely floccosei 
I Rice, yellowish g3?een, velvety. MiUc-, good growth; digestion 
1 slow; medium colored li^t brown. €felatin completely 
I liquefied in seven days; no color in medium 
Dox solution with dextrose and galactose, tjrpical; 
levulose,. mannite, malic acid, poor growth; no grouch with 
oxalic acid, citric acid, benzoic acid, or tartaric acid; 
germination only with lactose and lactic acid. 
Isolated repeatedly frtaa the soil. 
1 2m T* lignorum (Tode) Harz. Colonies on Czapek's agar 
small, restricted, cottony tufts, white at first, becoming 
gnaphalium green (XLVII) in four to five days. Color does 
not change in old cuJtares. Keverse of colony and medium 
colorless. ConidiophooTes septate, arising as branches of 
I aerial mycelium, up to 70 u in height by 3.0 Si in diameter, 
di- or trichotomously branched, occasionally forming whorls. 
Conidial heads 6.5 to 10.0 in diameter, Conidia smooth, 
globose to ovoid, 2.8 to 3.2 u in diameter. 
On bean agar, subfloccose, fruiting areas tiifted, 
yellow to olive green. Rice, typical. Jailk, poor growth; 
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digestion ocaaplete in seven to ten days 5 medi-am colored 
dark (felatin CQspletely liquefied in seven to ten 
days j medi-ffia straw coidred, 
A series of similar organisms, represented by strain 
3fo-r 198, was placed in tbis spexjies* These strains differ 
fs?cm -Sje type principally in that th& color of the surface 
growth is almys a mach deeper ^?een, American green (XLI) , 
and in the production of conidiophores in distinct whorls. 
Two sets of s^rla on a single conidiophore are oxxmon.-, 
flavus n» sp« Colonies on Czapek*s agar 
spi^ding; at first only a thin, sterile, mycelial film 
Covers the surface of the mediuni. As the finaiting areas 
develop the sorfaoe assumes a granular to pitted or netted 
appearance^ changing through shades of chartreuse jellow^ to 
citroa or lime green $CZXI), ReTerse and medium colorless. 
Conidioi^iores septate, branched altermte oz? opposite, up to 
S5 u in height by SvO in diameter. Heads 6.5 to 9.5 u in 
diameter. Codtdia smooth, hyaline, globose to oroid, 5.5 
to by /2«8 to ^ *2 u in slse; globose conidia usually 3i2 u. 
Sroarth on bSan agar, very poor,- consisting of thin, 
white film over tl^ surfacef Hice, good groisth, yellow green. 
Silk, sli^t grossth; digestion c<saplste in fourteenn dajs j 
medium colored dark amber. Gelatin liquefied in five to 
seven daysj no color in meditim. Habitat; Soil. 
Mscellaneous Species. 
Representatives of mimerous other genera occur more 
or l^s oammaniy in tlae soil ±a additian to ttioae -wMcli lia've 
feeeit OOTisidea^d in soaie dets^l* .fiisong tlie laost lErooptant of 
tliese are Altei^iaria, CladosporiiaD. Mucor,. and BMzopns. 
^ecies identified aa Altemaria lagmieola and Cla«igsporitgi 
-hfeyHaTiMTO ocour ??itii sufficient regularity as to place tn^i 
aindng tl^ sost alrandant soil or^niSHS* Species of Meteor are 
GQjBstsQxtly present, but no Cliltural studies sere made in tM.s 
w^k, otlier tlas^ titose sufficient for i<5entificationi^ SMsopus 
niggic«na is also regularly present in soils. Sepresentatives . 
of tfee genera ¥erticilliuia, Homlia, gasariuB, and Isaria 
were isola|>ed, but no identification was saide "beycoid detei^ain-
ing tlie gams'* ^fbe following organisias Here Isolated: 
eola Oud;.i gladosporiiia ?ers«, Aerostalagarus 
^bqg Preuss*^ (^etcagella Iiorrida Oud., Stacliybotrys lobulata 
Macor gl^seaerala Li^ad., 1. geopMlus Oud.., M. raeemosus 
Fpes., Rlii2o;ms nigricans SSrenb., and Zygorb^clias 
yn-fTlCTlnii Hasiys. 
A cotaplete list of tlie fungi isolated in the present 
study is given in Table ill. 
General Piscas;sion of Taxcffliomic Studies 
WflVflTOflTtfsL conclusicai (35) tliat the soil fangous 
flora consists largely of species of Penlcilliusi, Aspergillus, 
Sfichodercaa, lucor» Altez^aria ^ Cladosporium, Fusariuza, 
peritaps other gen«?a^ based upon a sin^e examination 
of a large mnBber of soils frcsi various sources, is confirmed 
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TABLE HI 
List of Pangi Isolated from the Soil 
1. Penicillitos ezpioistiia Link emended Thorn 
2.  a roqueforti Thorn. 
3.  n lutexm ZTikal 
4.  « •v pinophiltEa Thoa 
5* fonictalostim Th(^ 
6.  N piarpurogenum Stoll 
7.  H lilacinum Thorn 
8.  « chrysogenom Thorn 
9. n oomnune ISiom 
10. H rugalostxm Thorn 
11. tt intricate ®IOIB. 
12. « duclauxi Delacroix 
13. Aspei»gilltis fumigatus Pres. 
14. B niger van Tie^ea ' 
15. « "teatli, Wehmer 
16. » reiamii Zttkal 
17. flavus Link 
18. •n terreus Thorn and Church 
19. « glauciis Link 
20. 9 nidalans Eidam 
21. It clava^s Besmasieres 
22. » Koningi Oud, 
23, N mimitus n« sp. 
24. a htiBius n. sp. 
25. n ramosxLS n. sp. 
26.  » tardus n.^ sp. 
27. aiiocladltiia penicillaides Corda 
28. Tpichoderma Konlngi Oud. 
29. " lignoruB (Tode) Harz 
30. " flaTos n. sp. 
31. Spicaria violacenm n. sp. 
32. Alternaria hmaicola Gud. 
33. Cladosporiiaa herbarum Pers. 
34. Acrostalagams albus Preuss. 
35. Chaetoaella horrida Oxid. 
36. StachybotiT-s lobulata Berk. 
37. Ma&op gloaemila Lend. 
38. ^ gedphilus Oud. 
39. " racemosns Fres. 
40. Rhizopus nigricans Ehren. 
41. Zygophynchas Tuillenlnii Samys. 
42. Terticilliiutt sp. 
43. FasariTm sp. 
44. Honilia sp« 
45. Isaria sp. 
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fcy tiie present study, which was made with a s-mall number of 
soils said carried out over a longer period of tiae» Haat 
there is a taore or less definite fungous flora of soils is 
certain, and that representatives of the above genera are 
constantly present in most soils is likewise well established, 
laany of the species which one laay expect to find in an 
examinati0n of cultivated-soils are known with reasonable 
certainty, but it is evident from this study that there are 
niEaerous species in soils as yet undescribed, or so poorly 
described as to be unrecognizable. Many organisms have been 
frequently encoimtered and isolated in pure culture, the 
taxonomic position of which has not yet been determined. 
It is entirely within the range of probability that some of 
these are species new to science. 
The present investigation was undertaken with a view 
to determining as cffispletely as possible the soil fungous 
flora, and to present adequate descriptions of those 
tindescribed forms appearing as regular inhabitants of the 
soil, which would make possible their recognition by other 
workers, ^e difficultftes encountered in a study of this 
nature, involving-as they do repeated macroscopic and 
microscopic examinations of every organism, determination of 
cultural reactions, a thorough sear^-h of the literature for 
previous descriptions, and finally a careful weighing of all 
the data^ prevented the realization of this aim in full. 
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Proa the standpolait of practical agricultxipe there 
probably is not an urgent nee<i for aore detailed taxonoBiic 
studies of the soil flora, but from the scientific standpoint 
such are highly desirable^ AdTancement in the practical 
phases of agriculture 3s so greatly dependent on the establish­
ment of fundaasental, scientific facts, however, that the needs 
of one are not totally different froa those of the other. 
Ifhen the intimate relationship existing between taxonomy on 
the one hand, and plant pathology, plant physiology, and 
bacteriology on the other, is considered, and it is 
realized how closely these sciences are tied up with 
practical agriciilture, the inter-dependence of one field 
upon the other is evident. But even if considerations of a 
practical nature are not sufficient to encourage research 
I in taxonoay, particularly in soil laycology, the desire for 
further knowledge of a purely scientific character should 
supply the necessary stimulus. 
The Influence of Soil Conditions on the Fungous Flora 
Tlie factors which deteraine the kinds of fungi 
occurring in liie soil are not well understood* Studies 
looking toward t^ie solution of these question have generally 
been too limited in scope and duration to pernit definite 
conclusions to be drawn, ©le influence of soil type, 
fertilizer treatment, cropping systems, and other factors 
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on the soil flora are among the problems -which remain oinsolved. 
Hagem (12}, (13) found Mucors to be predominant in 
forest soils, but in croltivated soils these fonas were often 
superceded by species of Penicillim, Aspergillus > and other 
genera. . Prora a study of several New Jersey soils, Waksaan (3^) 
concluded that -fchere was no distinct difference in the species 
of fungi in cultivated and tincultivated soils. Results *s 
which he later sectired (35) indicated that soils of high 
fertility contained more fungi, both in nuobers and in species, 
than 1±iose of low fertility. Species of Trichodernia and 
Penicilliuia were predosainant in the forest soil, but were 
almost entirely lacking in the orchard soil, in -afhich 
Kucors were present in large numbers. Species of all the 
common genera were found in the garden soil. While these 
data suggest certain relationships, it would be necessary, 
as this author stated, to obtain data over a lauch longer 
period of time before the drawing of general conclusions would 
be penaissible. 
The soil types concerned in the present study were 
the Carrington loam and the Clarion loam, both of hig^ 
natural fertility. The fertiliser and cropping treatraents 
have been previously mentioned. Deteriaination of the 
species of fungi present in these soils daring a period of 
approxinately two years failed to reveal any appreciable 
differences in the soil flora, regardless of -fche fertilizer 
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treatment, !I3ie ssaae species vrere present in soils receiving 
jjapplications of manure as in those treated with crop residues. 
I Neither was any difference noted in, the species present in the check plots which received no fertilizer, although the 
total nuaibers of organisms were loMrer. 
Although these results do not per:ait the general 
conclusion that the soil type has no influence on the fungous 
flora, they do indicate that the flora of types of hi^ 
natural fertility which are under approxisiately the same 
conditions of treatraent, is very similar. A comparison of 
a poor soil and a fertile soil might show quite different 
results. Judging from the exTseriences of other investigators, 
[however, it seems that certain species or groups of fungi 
I are not limited to particxilap types of soil. 
FerlJilizer treatment likewise had no marked influence 
on the species of fungi present, although total numbers of 
organisms were stimulated "by appli^^ations of both manure and 
crop residues. Species of Penicilliiga, Aspergillus, 
Trichoderma, Cladosporium, and Altemaria, together ^rith 
certain of the aucorales were uniformly present in all of 
the soils examined, ^e occurrence of other genera, while 
more irregular, did not seem to be governed by soil conditions. 
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Sasmsrj and Conclusions 
Eleven soils, plots under a definite systeia of 
cropping fertilizer treatiaent were examined for tJaeir 
fungous flora, during the course of which study forty-one" 
species belonging to eighteen genera were isolated and 
identified, in addition to a number of unidentified forms. 
2. Difficulties encoxintered in the identification 
of soil fungi are discussed, among which are the lack of 
authentic cultures for cOTiparison, and tiie lack of adequate 
cultural descriptions. 
3. Morphological characters were found to be more 
reliable physiological characters in identification of 
^ecies. Essential morphological data in describing a 
species include type of colony, character of surface growth, 
color at the various stages of development, and size, shape, 
markings, and method of production of the various elements 
of the conidial fructification. 
4. The ability of an organism to liquefy gelatin, 
to produce pigments, and to digest milk are the most 
important physiological characters, and shoiild be included 
in species descriptions. Solution culture studies in which, 
various carbohydrates were used as sole sources of carbon, 
indicate that while specific differentiation of the fungi 
may be made to a certain degree upon the basis of carbo­
hydrate fermentation, primary divisions must rest upon 
morphological characters. 
5. Detailed morphological and j&ysiological studies 
of a moaber of soil fuagi are rex>orted, including 
desctriptibns of new species. These studies confirm the 
findings of previous investigators that there is a definite 
soil fungous flora, coiaposed principally of species of 
Penicilliua> Aspergillus > grichodenaa» Clado3poriu5a» 
Alternaria> and Mucor^ with representatives of other genera 
occurring with varyii^ regi^arity-
6* Under the conditions of this experiment, soil 
type and fertilizer t3?eatment had no influence on the kinds 
of fungi occurring in the soli, althou^ the total numbers 
of organisias were increased "by the fertilizer applications. 
Under conditions representing greater extremes of soil type 
and treatment, different results jni^t he obtained. 
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Appeadlx 
5he following list of fungi which are reported in the 
literature as having been isolated fi^oa the soil is helieved 
to be c<K3plete. Sotae of the species listed by Jensen (14) as 
soil forms, but whitA were isolated froa material in contact 
with the soily have been oinitted* It is possible^ however;^ 
that sozie of those febiq&ed aay have cose fvasi siaiilar sources 
since laaay of the data in the literatiire are indefinite in 
this respect, 
PggCQgySgm? 
Order aoaorales 
S^ally Hiicoraeeae 
Species By Hbjsm Isolated 
1. Absidia orchitis (Vtiill) Hagea Ha^ in;; Sa^sman (51) 
Bale (8): 
2* ^ glanca Sfegea Hageat (11); Lendner (15); 
Dale (8); J:»ratt (^)« 
3. " Lichttieiai Lendner Ijendner (15); Waksraan (35). 
4. " caerula Bainier Oudems^s and Xoning (19). 
5. ^ spinosa Leadner Lendner (15). 
6. * c;?lindrospora Hagea Waksaan <3S); Pratt (20), 
7. Rhizopus nigricans Hhrenb. Bdcmtz (2); Hagen (11); 
Jensen (14); McLean 
and Wilson (17); 
Wa3caaan (35); Pratt (20); 
Werkenthin (40); 
Takahashi (23) i 
Rathbijn (21) j Abbott (1). 
S. Ehizopus arrhizus Fischer Dale (8). 
9. " nodosua Raiays. Lendner (15); Hagem (11); 
(12); Waksaan (35), 
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Species 
M^op Memalls 
iaic2^spoz*as Hfizays. 
By Wfaom Isolatred 
12. 
17. 
18. 
20. 
23, 
M 
cljrclnelloides van Tie^. 
13 . " plm^us Bc^sdan 
[14. " raeeraoaus Fi?es^ 
15^ ® silvaticus Hageni 
I6v ^ botpyoldes Lendner 
satumintis Hagea 
sphae3?ospprus Hagea 
19. " glomewzla (Bainler) 
Leadaep 
flamts Balnler 
21. " Hamannlanus Moeller 
22. " advent!tius Ood. 
stplcttts Hagera 
Wakssan €34),, C36) 5 Sageia (11) 
I«xidnei* (15); Jetoen (14;). 
Waksaan, {34}, (35); IfeHyslow-
3ki (18). 
Waksman (34);, (35); i>aie (7), 
(8); jensen (14); Taka-
hasM (29); Pratt (20). 
Waksoan (34), (.35); Jensen 
{14>; Bale (7), (8); 
Pratt (20). 
Lendndr (15); Hagem (11); 
Adaaetz (2); Jensen (14); 
Wategnwn (34); (35); !Eaka-
Imslii (29); ^ Lean and 
Wilson (17); Werkenthin 
(40). 
Hage^ (11); Wakszoan (34), (35) 
Lendner (15); Jensen (14); 
Sfaksman (34)> (35); 
Rathbun (21) . 
lagem (13); Waksoan (34), 
(35). 
Hagem (11); Bale (7), (8); 
laksaan (34), (35); 
Pratt (20). 
Lendner (15); Bale (7), 
(8); Waksmian (34), 
(35); Abbott (1). 
Lendner (15); Hagea (11), 
(12); Waksman (34), (35). 
Hagea (11); Bale (7),(8). 
Qodetnans (19); Takahashl 
(29). 
Hagem (11). 
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Species 
24- Mac<a? asjsxedo Birefeid 
25, 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
S7. 
n 
Chi^istian^iisls Hagem 
dispepsas Hagem 
genevenals LezK^titep 
lamprospoims Lendner 
^iseo-cyanns Hagem 
eor^lcoltis Hageci 
Janseozii I.endner 
dictorphosporas Lendner 
geox^lus Ood. 
aplnesc eiis Lendner 
^blgiaiis Vitlll. 
stolonifer Sirenb. 
heterogamrs 
38. ZygorJ^prdms VtiiUeminii 
39. Zygorhyhciitts Moelleri Vuill. 
By Wiom. Isolat;ed 
Hagem (11); Jensen (15); 
Adametz (2). 
Hagem (13). 
Hagem (13). 
Lendner, see Jensen (14). 
Hagem; (13). 
Lendner, see Jensen (14). 
Hagem (11), Lendner (15). 
Hagem (13). 
Lendner (15); Pratt (20). 
Lendner (15). 
Oodemans and iConlng (19: 
Abbott (1). 
Pratt (20). 
Goddard (10). 
Goddard (10); Adametz (2). 
Hathbnn (21). 
Walcsman (35); Abbott (1). 
Ifamyslowsld., see Jensen 
(14). 
Jensen (14). 
Family Thamnidlaceae 
1. Thamnidlxim elegans Link. Jensen (14). 
Family Pilobolaeeae 
1, Pilaira anomftla (Cesati) Sciiroeter Koning, see Jensen (14). 
Family Moptlerellaeeae 
Species 
1* Hortierella sabtillssizoa Oud. 
2. " pusilia Omd* 
5» " laal>elllna Omi* 
4 . ® iwaaicola Ou<i. 
Miom Isolated 
Koning (19)« 
Koning (19), 
gontng (19) . 
Sealing <19). 
Faaily Cfeaetooladlaeeae 
1* Gimnin^Mtaella elegans Lendner Lendner (15). 
Family Sa^olegalaoeae 
1. Aphanosorees laevis de Bary Bxtaae, Peters, Ulricli, see 
-
Jdnsen (14 ) 
2. Pythium de Baryannm Hesse Butler (6) .  
5. n intenaeditist de Bary Butler (6) .  
4 .  « 7exans de Bary Butler (6) .  
6 .  » prolifertja de Bary Butler (6) .  
&• i r  rostratnm Butler Butler (6) .  
7 .  ft  nKfiaospermom l^ingsli. Butler (6) .  
ASC QgyCBTES • 
Order Sidiaeriales 
Family Chaetosilaeeae 
1. ChaetomiTsa olivaeem Cooke and Jensen (14)* 
KLlis 
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Species By Whost Isolated 
2, ChaetcsaiiM co<ailiodes Pallisei^ Waksman C34),{35}» 
3 » ' gl«^3\aa Sanze Ifeksman CS5>> 
« funicttltja Wakaaaan (35). 
5. " cpispatroxa. Pack. Takahashi (29). 
Paailar sordariaeeae 
1. Pleurage verpueulosis Jensen Jensen (14) • 
2. Spororoia fasciculata Jensen. Jensen {14) • 
mmai immFSGTi 
Order Si^egopsidales 
Patnily Sphaerloidaceae 
Giiaetcaaella horrida Oad^ Kcmlng (19) j ^ l5ott (1). 
^ ^ tortilis Belacroix Ecming, see Jensen (14), 
5. Sj^eronstna Pagl Oad. Eoning (19) • 
4. Coniothyritaa; Fuckeiii Sacc« Waksoan (35}» 
Order Moniliales 
Family Moniliaceae 
1. Sacliaia albicans Bay Jensen (14), 
2. Ocspora lactis (Bres) Sacc. Adametz (2). 
3. " rariabilis Dale (7),(8). 
4. Monilia sitopliila (Hont) Sacc Waksiatan (35). 
5» " Candida Bonord, Adametz (2), 
6. « huaicola Oud. K03Eiing (19); Waksman (36) 
7. " finicola Cost, et Hatr. See Jensen (14). 
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Speeies 
8» Monilia geophlla Qnd^ 
9» " Koningi Oud» 
^1G» Oiditm lactla-
11« Cei^aalosporina acreaoidL'asi Corda 
12. Koningi Oud. 
onrt^pes Sacc. 13. " 
14. ° hniaicola Gud 
15« ^ieliodeziaa Konin^^ Ond. 
15. Trichodepma lignopun tSo^) 
Harz 
17. Triclaoderma aUsiaa Ppenss. 
18. " flavas n. sp» 
19. " nigrovirens 
Goddard 
20. Core'ti^iropsia paradoxa Cprda 
21. Aapergillois niger van Tie^. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
fuffiigattts ?res. 
nidtzlans Eidam 
^ ^oat. Isolated 
Eoning (19). 
Koning (19); Bale (7), 
(8); Goddard (10). 
Walcsman (35); Adametz (2). 
Koning (19); Bale (7), (8); 
Waksman (35). 
Jensen (14); Eoning (19); 
Waksman (35). 
Waksmn (35). 
Soning (19) . 
Oad« and Konthg (191; 
Jensen (14); Bale (7), 
(8)J Abbott (1); Taka-
liashi (29); Waksiaan (35); 
Goddard (10); Hathbun 
(21). 
Jensen (14); Wakraian (35); 
Dale (8); author. 
Waksman (35). 
Author 
Goddard (10). 
Corda, see Jensen (14). 
Waksoan (35); Bale (8); 
Hathbun (21); Takahashi 
(29); Abbott (1). 
Waksoan (35); Jensen (14); 
Abbott (1); !Cakahashi (29), 
Waksman (35); Goddard (10); 
gaknbashl (29); Abbott 
(1). 
diverslcolor Vxiill. Waksiaan (35). 
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Specdes 
25. Aspergillus calyptratus Oud« 
25. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
" f txsttus Sciiieaiann 
^ riavos Link 
" clavatus Desmas. 
" repeas de Bary 
° • globosus Jensen 
" terricola Marcli-
Tar Axaerlcana 
32. Aspergillxts Koxiingi Oud-
33. A c " 
34. " 
35, 
36, n 
Cimrcli 
Candidas Fers. 
glau&us Idxilc 
venetus Mass. 
terreiis Thorn and 
37- Aspergillus oryzae Ahlburg 
58. " Wentii Weinaep 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
Rehmii Ziikal 
ninutus, n. sp. 
ITMITTICSf N. sp. 
tazMiuSy n. sp. 
ramosus^ n. sp. 
By IfiSiogi Isolated 
Wakssian (35Oudesaiis and 
Koning J Soddard 
Wa]r3man (-35)» 
Waksiaan (-35); Abbott (1). 
Waksaan (35); Abbott (1), 
Ws^sman (35); Dale {8). 
Jensen (14) ^ "^aksnan (35); 
Dale (8>. 
Scales (25)» 
Oodeioans and Sonlng (19); 
Abbott (1). 
Dele (8), 
Adametz (2); Takahashi (29)j 
Goddard (9); Abbott (1). 
Werkenthin (40). 
Waksm^, Scales, VierkentMn, 
see (31); author. 
Takahashl (29). 
Autiior^ 
Author. 
Author. 
Au1±ior. 
Author. 
Au-Khor. 
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Speoies 
44» C±t2?G3B0Eyees wehsier 
45. Penlclllim ccamane Siom 
46* * c3irysogBiHffii ^Siom 
47 . " dedaabeas Tiram 
48. " digitatum Saec. 
49. " expanaum L±xik 
eoezid* Thom 
5Q^ PenicillitEa italicimi Seller 
51. ^ oxallcaia Thorn 
52. " notataa Westling 
53. " virldicattm West* 
54. 
55* 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
# 
IT 
n 
Weimar 
atraxnentosrom Thoa 
rttgulosua fiwaa 
cyclopiua West, 
lividom ?fest. 
glaber {WeiEsep 
Pfefferianus 
Penlciliioa deaisGens Quda 
61. * geopMltua Ood. 
62. . " ailvatietua Ond. 
53. 
64. 
terrastre Jensen 
lilacin^ 7hOTi 
By ^ <a3i Isolated 
Bale CB). 
Waksman (35); Abbott (1). 
Jensen (14); Waksaah (35); 
Abbott (1). 
Waksaan (35)j Abbott (1). 
Walkman (35). 
.WaksBjan (35); Jensen (14); 
Adametz (2); Bale (8); 
Abbott (1). 
Wakssian (35) > 
WsJcsman (35). 
?^aksiaan (35); Bale (8); 
Pratt (20K 
Waksman (35). 
WaksQtan (35); Bale (8); 
Abbott (1). 
Waksman (35); Bale (8). 
Wakaiaan (35); Bale (8). 
Waksman (35). 
W^SBtan (35). 
Wakaaaa (35 )| Jensen (i4)j 
Oudenans and Itonlng (19). 
Oudeaans and Koning (19); 
Jens^ (14). 
Jensen (14); Bale (8). 
Waksiaan (35); Bale (8); 
author. 
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Species By TSwm Isolated 
65» PeniciiiMSnSSicola Oud. OttdemSs and Bioning (19); 
Jensen. (141; {20); 
Goddard (10); Takaii&shl 
(29). 
66^ ^ luteum Zukal Waksman (35) ; Werkenldiin 
(40); Abbott (1). 
67. " pino^ailum Hedg. Waksroan (55); Abbott (1). 
i 68. * pappurogenxm (Stoll)Waks]aaa (35); author. 
Th<Ha • 
69. PenicilliiJia roqueforti Tixoa Waksjaan (35); Abbott (1). 
70. intricatxca liiom Waksraan (35); Bale (8); 
Abbott (1). 
71. frequentans West. Wakssaan (35). 
K)
 
•
 B ^aucxoa Link (Ibddard (10); Adamet^ (2). 
73. n bicolor Pr. Qoddard (10)« 
74. # candidua Link $aka|tasM (29); Goddard (9). 
75. n roseum Link ^kabashi (29). 
•
 
to 
n duclauxi Delacr. TakahgaM. (29); author. 
77. It funiculosuin Kiom. Abbott (1). 
78. Gliocladitaa peniciiloides Corda Dale (8); author 
79. Scopalariopsia brevicaule Sacc. Waksman (35), 
80. tt communis Dale (8). 
•
 
H
 
CO a pepens Dale (8). 
82. K rufulus Dale (8). 
83. n roseiaa Dale (8). 
84. Ambylosporium echinulatiim Oud, Koning (19). 
85. Monosporium silvaticum Oud. Konittg (19). 
86. acumiJaatum var. 
texrestre Sacc. 
SaccardOy aee Jensen (14). 
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Species 
87. &lles<Sheriella nigra 
' cinepea Bers. 
*• ' ' . • 
89. " ' - %6prest.ris Jensen 
90. Terticilllam chlaaydosporixam 
Goddard 
91. Verticilliiini terrestre (Liiik) 
Lindau 
92. VerticllliTaai glaucum Bonord. 
93. AcrostalagiBUS albas Preuss. 
var. varius Jensen 
94. Acrostalagpns albus Preass* 
95. * cinnabar inus 
"var. nana Oud. 
96. Spicaria silva-tica Oud. 
97. " simplicissima Oud. 
98. " dectMibens Oad. 
99. " violacetaa n. sp. 
100. Gejdialothecixm rosetoa Corda 
101. Papiilaspora pannosa 
102. Sepedonitua. chpysospemtna Bull. 
102. Hematogoninja iiuadcola Oud. 
104. Trichothecium poseum Link. 
105. Mycogone nigra Morgan 
105. Ramularia magnusiana {Sacc) 
lAndau 
107. JJycelioplitliora sulphurea God. 
By Isolated 
TstksQiBshi (29) ii 
Waksman (55); Takahasiii {29) j 
Dale (B); Lendaer (15). 
Jensen (14). 
Groddard (10). 
Wakssaan (35) . 
Waksstan (35). 
Jensen (14). 
Abbott (1) ; Waksman (35). 
Koning (19)j Waksaan (35). 
(Joddard (10). 
Koning (19); Rathbun (21). 
Koning {19Jj Jensen (14). 
K^ing (19 ). 
Author. 
Waksiaen (35). 
Waksman (35). 
Waksman (35). 
Koning (19); Dale (8). 
Jensen (14); Dale (8). 
Jensen (14). 
WerkentMn (40). 
Goddard (10). 
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Speoies By Ighoa Isolated 
108* Goccospora agp?icola Goddard Goddard (10). 
109. Paclrybasixiia hxiaatum Bonard. Goddard (10). 
Faiail7 Peaatiaceae 
1. Tonila lucifiiga Oud. Koning (19). 
2* Baslsporitim gallaznia Molliard Waksxaan (35). 
3. Cladospo2»i-uia he2*bfiu?um Pers. ^aksman (35); Dale (8); 
Werkenthin (40); 
... Abbott (1). 
4* " epii^ylliaa Pers. Waksman (35); Bale (8). 
5. Honaodendiruni Hordei Biruline Jensen (14); Waksaan (35). 
8. " cladosporioides Jensen (14); Goddard (10). 
(Pres) Sacc. 
Homtodendruia pallidua Dad* Sbning (19). 
8. Helminttiospopium intersemina- Dale (8). 
turn Berk, et Hav. 
9* HelmxntliosporiTJia subulatasi Takaiiaahi (29). 
ITees. 
IQ. Alternaria immicola Cud. Koning (19); Dale (8); 
Waksaan (35); Abbott (1). 
" fasciculata Cooke Jensen (14). 
and Ellis 
le* Alternaria tenuis ITees, Dale (8); Takahashi (29). 
13. Macrosporium conmnme Rabenli. Pratt (20), 
14. Steaphylliiua piriforme Bonord. Pratt (20). 
15. ° Paxianum v.Szabo Pratt (20). 
16. " veructilostim Zimm. Takahashi (29). 
17. . " botryosun Wallr. Dale (8). 
18. Synspoi^iiam biguttatum Preuss. Dale (8). 
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^ecies 
IV ' •  I •  
19; Stachybotrys cyiindrospopa 
Jensen 
20* Stachybotrys atra Corda 
21» ^ lobuiata Berk. 
22» Dematim pullalans de Bary 
23» Bicocctm aspera Corda 
24. Acreaoniella fusca var. 
minor Corda 
25. Tricliocladim aspenan Harz 
26. Periconia byssoides Pers. 
By WhoB Isolated 
Jensen (14). 
Jensen (14)i 
Author. 
Waksaan (35). 
«aksman (35). 
Waks23ian (35). 
Wakssian (35), 
Pratt (20). 
Faally Stilbaeeae 
\iiaksnian (35); Goddard (10) 1. Stysanas stemonites (Pers) 
Gorda 
2. Tilachlidium humicola Oud. Koning (19) 
Family Tuberculariaceae 
1. Fusarium angustisa Sherb. Waksxaan (35). 
2. n bullattca Sherb. Waksman (35). 
3. a solani Ap. et. Yfr, ?/aks3aan (35); 
4. n orthoceras Ap. et. Wr.Ivaksman (35-^. 
5. a oxysporitca Sherb. Waksman (35). 
6. w caudatum Wr. ?Jakssian (35). 
7. n rubiginosTom Dale (8). 
8. 2 lini Bolley Waksman (35). 
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Speoies By Isolated 
9. Foaaritau affine F. and L. Pratt (20). 
10. n dimernum Penz. Pratt (20). 
11. n lanceolatoHS Pratt Pratt (20). 
12. « 
Ev 
acuninattim £11. and 
• • 
Pratt (20). 
IS. Pusarium sanguinetua Sherb. Pratt (20). 
14. n elegantiim Pratt Pratt (20). 
15. n idahoanun Pratt Pratt (20). 
16. R tricothecioides Woll. Pratt (20). 
17. n culmonia Sherb. Pratt (20). 
18. i r  discolor Sherb. Pratt (20). 
19. V subpallidum Sherb. Pratt (20). 
20, V aridm Pratt Pratt (20). 
21. n nigron Pratt Pratt (20). 
22. tt radicicola Wr. Pratt (20; Werkenthin (40) 
23. « oxysporum Schlecht Werkenthin (40). 
to
 
•
 Myrothecium roridum Tode Waksman (35). 
Mycelia Sterilia 
1. Ozonium croceim Peps. Dale (8). 
2. tf cliryso speiTOUffl Dale [S). 
3. Rhizoctonia solani Kuehn Pratt (20). 
Isolation of unidentified species of t'ne following 
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genera is also reported in tiie literature: Hypode3?Bia, 
Sordaria, Si^iaeronema^ Miinotrichum, Sygodesrmis, and 
i 
Macrosporitm by Waksman (35); -Be^iopa, Torxila by Dale (8); 
Chaetpaella, Monascus, frichodema, Tonila, and Verticillium 
by Pratt (20); Basisporium by Werkenthin (40); Pusarium by 
Goddard (10); IJacor by Adaaetz (2); Pusariiaia, Penicilliua, 
and Mycogene by Rathbun; Colletotriclmai, Macrosporitca, 
Alternaria, Spicaria, Yerticilliuia, Bhapalosayces, Cepbalo-
sproiTOja, and HeliaintiiosporiuBi by Beokwith (Phytopath., 
V. 1, p, 169-176); and Verticillinm, Pusariaa, Monilia 
by the author (1), and Isaria in the present paper. 
The species reported by Sopp (S©) as having been 
isolated froia the soil are listed separately. It is 
difficult to tell from his data "siiether the organisms were 
actually obtained from the soil or from organic matter in 
contact with the soil. The following is a list of the 
species he reported fron the soil: 
Penicillitua glauctm 
2. " " var. foetidum 
3. " « var. pallidum 
4. " " var. inodorum 
5» " aexirigineuitt 
6. " crassua 
7* n glauco-ferrugineua 
8. " virescens 
80 
9» PenicillitBa gilvum 
10. n variat)ile 
11. ft lutexun 
12. tf sanguiaeua 
13. n canescens 
14. 9 deformans 
15. ft albidtm 
16. tf acidoferua 
17. w glauco-grisetua 
18. t: niveo-rubrusB 
19. « viridtua 
20. n viridtia-bruneuni 
21. n ficaosus 
22. H- elegans (from cellar earth.) 
23. R moBstros"Uin " 
24. If o.liVacetm var- norwegica (froa cellar earth) 
var. italica " 
25. Cit3:*osiyces coeruletis 
26. n foetens 
27. If sanguifluus 
28. n purprirr e 3C ens 
29. » griseus 
30. rr albo-rosetm 
31. a robustus 
*
 
CM to ft rubescens (from cellar earth). 
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33. Cltromyces ^bicans^ 
34. " vlpido-albus 
35. AcaiiliTam riolitceuja 
36. Stysamis thyrsoideus 
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?art II» Studies on Effect of Fertilizer Treatcaent 
on tHe Htmbers of Pangi and Bacteria in the Soil. 
Introduction 
Kus^rous atteiapts have been siade to find soil 
biolo^cal factors which will serve as indices of soil 
fertility. The Jiitrifying power, the nitrogen fixing 
power, and the aaotonifyizig power of soils, carbon dioxide 
production, and the deteraination of total niaabers of 
microorganisxas have been studied without chirked success in 
obtaining a satisfactory biological method of deterEiining 
the crop producing power of a soil* 
2he recent results obtained by WaJfcsman (17) show, 
however, that the total number of laioroorganisms in the soil 
may serve as an indication of t&e bacteriological condition 
of the soil, and under certain conditions at least, as sn 
index of soil fertility. The role of fungi in the various 
processes occurring in soils has been less extS'nsively 
investigated than has that of bacteria. 
Since the fertility of a soil is dependent to a 
certain degree upon the fertilizer treatiaent which it 
receives, knowledge concerning the influence of different 
fertilizer on oicrobiological activities should be an aid 
in explaining the relation between these factors and soil 
V 
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fertility. I?h.en taiese experiments were begun the purpose 
in view was to deteiroine the effect of fertilizer treatnents 
on the growth of fungi and bacteria in the soil, particularly 
vlVa. reference to any possible correlations which lai^t 
exls.t between nimbers, nitrate production^ and crop yields. 
Because of the short time over which the work extended, 
this purposre was not realized in full. Before definite 
conclusions can be drawn regarding the value of aiicrobiolog-
ical action as an index of the crop producing power of a 
soil, the studies should extend throu^ at least one crop 
rotation period, and possibly longer. 
Review of Literature 
In a study of the bacteria and fungi of the soil, 
Adametz (1) reported the nuiabers of both groups of laicro-
organisrars occurring in a sandy soil and in a loam soil. 
The surface of the sandy soil contained an average of 50 
Mucors per gram while at a depth of 20 to 25 centimeters 
the count fell to 40 per gram* 5he numbers in the loam 
were practically the s&me. His method consisted of shaMng 
one gram of soil with 10 cc« of sterile water, placing 1 cc. 
of this suspension on peptone gelatin^, and incubating for 
"several" days, Eie bacterial counta showed 380,000 to 
460,000 organisms in the sandy soil and 464,000 to 500,000 
in the lo^. While these results are of no significance 
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because, of the methods emplojed, they are of interest hy 
•slrtue of being the first attempt to count, the number of 
aicroopgar^acas in the soil. 
Remy (12) determined, the nusibers of cw?ganisas in 
cultivated soils, obtaining the, hi^est counts of fungi 
in July and August ^iSien bacterial counts -were the lowest. 
The highest nuiabers of bacteria occurred in April* The 
numbers of fungi varied from 220^000 to 240,000 and of 
bacteria from 1,770,000 to 2,550,000 per g2*am of air dry 
-soil, a ratio of approximately one to ten,. 
Ramann (11) examined loam, sandy, and raw humus 
soils, and found 4,860,000 bacteria per gram in ttie air 
dr% loaar, 2,500,000 in the sand, and 247,000 in the rai? 
humus. Fungi varied from 129,000 in the loam to 289,000 
in the ; ssmd and 241,000 in the huzsos. It was Raaann uho 
first recognized the iaapOTtsnce of using an acid medium 
for counting fungi. 
Fischer (6) found that applications of manure to 
cultivated and uncultivated moor soils resulted in 
laarked increases in the numbers of fungi, stimulating their 
development to such an extent that they outnumbered 
bacteria. On clay, loam, and sandy soils, however, 
bacteria were from three to ten times as numerous as fungi 
on both manured and untreated plots. 
The rotation of crops caused the developaent of 
••So*" 
greater ntaabiera of bacteria in the soil tixan continuous 
cropping to eitaier corn or clover, according to so^ae 
studies mady l3y Brown (5). He also found (2) that 
applications of lime led to an increase in the numbers of 
bacteria^ Del^erruinatioas of the nuabers of fungi were not 
included in these studies. 
Fungi occurred in large numbers in cultivated axid 
non-acid soils with which Waksman (14) worked^ being aiore 
nuBierous in these soils than in a forest soil, which was 
very acid. In general, the ratio of the bacterial to the 
fimgoas nuabers in the cultivated soils was about ten to 
one, while in the acid soils it was five or six to one. 
Ifuadbers decreased rapidly with depth below ei^t inches, 
and at thirty inches no fungi were found in many cases. 
These results are contrary to those of Goddard (6), who 
stated that fungi are quite uaiforjjoly distributed at 
different depths. 
WaksMan (15) later deter^ained the numbers of 
bacteria, actinoniycetea, and fungi in twenty-five soils 
gathered from nine states of this cotintry, and from 
Alaska, Canada, Porto Rico, and Honolulu. It wax-
possible to make only one determination on the foreign 
soils, however, and the author stated that the data 
were presented, not for their significance, but "aei»ely 
to show the variability of the numbers of fungi obtained 
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from diiffereat soils when tiiese soils "crere treated alike, 
and also the lack of relation bet^en the nitabers of fxmgi 
obtained by taie dilution method, and soil characteristics"* 
Prom a study of the effect of seasonal conditions and 
plant growth on molds and bacteria in the soil, Broiim and 
Halversen (4) concluded that the nunber of molds was not at 
. all influenced by seasonal conditions, the nxsabers rising 
and falling irrespective of ^OjuStxjre and ^ 
jSaxtmum countis wei»e obtained in February and June, Their 
results showed no correlation between bacterial growth 
and mold growth, these^foras apparently being dirferently 
affected by the influence of various factors. Taylor (13) 
found larger numbers of spfecies cf Fusariua in Harch than 
in. the previous winter raonths, which suggested a possible 
season^ relationship. 
According to Martin (9), green manuring with rye, 
oats, and buckseheat increased the total number of organisms 
in the soil, actinomycetes being influenced the most. He 
did not make fungous counts. Similar results were secured 
by ISi'aksman and Starkey (20), who found that dextrose, 
cellulose, rye strax:, alfalfa neal, and dried blood 
greatly increased the numbers of microorganisms in the soil, 
but not all to the same extent. Dextrose increased the 
numbers of bacteria in particular, cellulose increased the 
numbers, of. fungi, rye straw and alfalfa meal stimulated 
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both groups, ifhile dried blood caused increases in fungi, 
bacteria, and actinoiaycetes. • Pungi developed more 
abtaidantly in acid soils than in those neutral in reaction,-
Keller (10) found that a close correlation existed 
betaeen bacterial ntcabers, nitrate accusiulation, and 
crop yields. Applications of lime caused increases in 
both the bacterial count and in the nitrate content. 
ifuaibers of fungi were not determined. 
In a study of the effect of fertilization on the 
numbers of'aicroorgianisias in 13ie soil, Waicsman (17) 
pointed out that fimgi were stimulated in soils TJhich had 
become distinctly acid through applications of ansnoniua 
sulfate as a fertilizer, tsiiile baeteria and actinomycetes 
Tfers: d^idedly depress^^. The addition of lime had the 
opposite effect. Fotassiuai salts and phosphates stimulated 
the deiFelopiaent of laicroorganisas, more so in the presence 
of liiae than in its absence, sodium nitrate was favorable 
to the developsient of bacteria and actinomycetes but not 
of fungi, and isanure exerted a stiiaulating effect upon all 
three groups of organises. He concluded that the total 
number of nicroorganissis as detersiined by the plate method 
can serve as an indication of the bacteriological 
condition of the soil and as an index of soil fertility, 
and that the relative numbers of bacteria, actinoaycetes, 
fungi indicate the chemical condition of the soil. 
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Hie favorable effect of an acid reaction upon the develop-
nent of fungi in soil was noted by the saae euth-or in 
another paper (18), and by Kopeloff (8) . 
Prom this brief sttrvey of the literature it is 
evident that laost of the detenainations of nicabers of 
microorganisais have been aade without any atteapt to 
correlate the results obtained ^fith soil treatment or crop 
yields* Such results in themselves have little value. 
The raore practical applications which Waksman (17) has 
pointed out in his studies indicate rather definitely 
the trend of future soil microbiological research. 
S^^eriaental 
Soils fr<»a eleven tenth-acre plots on the 
Agronoay fara of the Iowa Agi^cultui*al Sxperiment Station 
were selected for the studies here reported, ^e soil 
types on •srtiich the plots are located, the C^rington 
and the Clarion loam, are identical except that the latter 
has a calcareous subsoil, and both are widely distributed 
in Iowa. A five year rotation of oats, corn, oats, clover, 
and wheat, altemating with alfalfa for five years, has 
been followed for ten years, and during the same period 
the soils have been under a definite.system of fertilizer 
treatiaent. The fertilizer treatments a3?e as follows: 
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Plot So. Igreatment 
1000 Check 
1001 Manure 
1002 Manure lime 
1003 M^ure + lime + rock phosphate 
1004 Sanure + lime + acid piiosphate 
1005 Ciieck 
1006 Crop residues 
1007 Grc^ residues + lixse 
1008 Crop residues + liae rock phosplaate 
1009 Crop residues + liiae + acid j^ospliate 
. 1010 Check 
Eie rates of application were as follows: 
Sanure, 10 tons per acre 
Liaie, 2 tons per acre 
Rock phosphate, 1000 pounds per acre once 
in a rotation 
Acid phosi^te, 200 pounds per acre annually 
Plots IGGO to 1005 are on the Carrington loam, and 
plots 1006 to 1010 are on the Clarion loaa. 
Six definite sampling stations were established on 
one half of each plot, and from these a cosposite sample 
was taken at each sampling period. Samples were taken in 
the usual way at a dep-Kh of three to six inches, the soils 
carried to the laboratory ismediately, and plates poiired 
according to the recoamendations of Waksman (16). A 
dilution of 1-10,000 was used for plating the fungi and 
1-100,000 for the bacteria, five plates of these final 
dilutions being poured in each case. Pungoiis counts 
were juade on Waksman and ?red*s (19) synthetic acid agar 
anri bacterial covcats on Brown's modified albumen agar (16)* 
Suabera were determined after incubation for seven days 
9^0. 
&t 25®C. Actinoaycetes were not counted separately "but 
•srer© included vrith 12ie bacteria, duplicate plates checlced 
very closely, the ntcaber of colonies, of fungi seldom 
varying laore than ten and bacteria -jaore than twenty. In 
the majority of instances three or the five plates 
checked within a few colonies, -sTith one falling above and 
one below the mode, 
Nitrate determinations were made on the saae soil 
saiaples, by the phenoldisulphonic acid method, using ttie 
technic for obtaining clear extracts described by Harper (7). 
The Influence of Fertilizer Treatment 
on the Numbers of Pcmgi in the Soil 
The results of the counts of fungi obtained during 
the months of October and Koveober, 1924, and January, 
Pebituary, and March, 1925, are given in fable Prom 
an exaainatipn of this table it will be seen that during 
the months of October and Noveraber the ntmber of fungi 
in plot 1001, ii6iioh received manure alone, exceeded those 
in plot 1000, which received no treatment, while in 
Janiiary', February, and March the latter plot had considerably 
larger nuiabers^ In the liiaed plot, 1002, the numbers 
Tsrere also greater than in the checks during the first three 
months, Imt were saaller than in the plot receiving manure 
alone, e^ept at t3ae final sampling in March, Plot 1003, 
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TABLl I 
Sumbers of Pcmgi in Soils ¥a2*ii 
Per G2»aEi of Air Dry S 
* 
• 1000 1001 : 1002 : 1005 : 1004 : 160S : 
• : ISaisai?© ;Manxtre + :Manare + : 
Giieck Mannre : + Lime rLime -MJEPrLime + AP; Check : . 
Oet^ iie.4 90.8 94,9 92,0 74,9 
IfOfV. 87.5 151,5 158.5 148,8 145.0 111,6 
Jan. 117.1 106.5 125.8 164.0 150.9 86.8 
Feb. 108.4 S2.4 75,2 95.2 51.2 102.5 
Sar. 155.Y 81^ 2 98.6 76.1 111.2 91.6 
'^^OTisands omitted. 
TABLE II 
Gh&c^  
1001 
Banare 
1602 
Manure 
+ Lijae 
Btnobers of Bacteria in Soils ¥ari 
Per Gram of Air Dry So 
1G65 
rMamtre + 
;Lime +SBP. 
1004 
Mamtre + 
MTUft -i- A P Check,. 
Oct. 
Sov. 
Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar, 
•s-i 
: 4,586.4-" 
: ?,125.G 
:10,S21.2 
:10,C©4.8 
: 8,677.0 
5,.750.0t 5,073w0 : 4^ 294,0 
7,874,0:12^ 670.0 : 
10,002.4:15,915.0 115,225.6 
15,714.5: 8,869.4 :12,590.4 
5,974,0rl5,224.0 :10,296.0 
7,150.0 
12,042.8 
9,442.8 
15,958.1 
4,910,0 
7,680.0 
11,280.0 
7,850.0 
11,400.0 
omitted. 
'Losi; 

TABLE I 
Fosgi in Soils Variooslj Treated 
3r Gram of Air Dry Sail 
iosi r 
mure + : 
bae + _AP: 
92.0 
145.0 
13G.9 
51.2 
111.2 
•7 100? : lOOS : 
;Cl^p Ees.;Grop Res+zCS'Op Res+ 
r Heaidaesc + liae tldaie +RR?rL32te + AP CbBok 
74.9 
m.»6 
86.8 
102.5 
91.6 
•9 
105^6 
110.0 
112.5 
104.7 
98.6 
140,4 
124.0 
125.2 
89.3 
85.7 
72.0 
133«0 
75.7 
64.7 
102.5 
65.5 
74.4 
104.0 
109.8 
1010 
Cbet& 
64.8 
74.4 
76.8 
120.6 
89.0 
TABLE II 
steria in Soils Variously Treated 
r» Gram of Air Dry Soil 
imr IOCS 
Crop Res+ 
1009 
Crop Res+ 
htm^ AF 
1010 
anure + • * Crop -Crop Res. 
\saft. •&?' CTiftGlc : Fftsidaes: -h T,±m& 
7,im.O ; 4,910.0 : 9,251.2 : 4,408.0 
: 7,680.0 ; 8,784.0 : 8,424.0 
2,042.8 :11,280.0 :14,475.0 i 8,928.0 
3,442.8 : 7,850.0 : 8,625.0 ti0^837.6 
5,958.1 :11,400.0 :ll,90a.0 : 9,758.0 
5,069.4 
11,856.0 
13,747.2 
10^756.9 
10,553.0 
5,616.8 
10,682.1 
7,415.2 
10,334.0 
12,602.6 
7,776.0 
10,008.0 
8,876.4 
8,839.2 
11,258.0 
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isaniire, lime, and rock piiospiiate, showed an increase over 
rnannre and lime, except in Marcii, but an increase over 
manure alone only in January and February. The results 
obtained with tiie acid phoaidiate treatment, plot 1004,. were 
similar to tb.ose with rock phosphate. 
faking averages of all the miabers obtained during 
the five months, all treated plots showed an increase 
over those not treated, the highest numbers occurring in 
plot 1005. HBoacure and lime caused a decline in nuiabers 
as conpared «ii?h^ manure alone, while lime and acid 
phosphate produced no change. 
Turning to a consideration of plots 1006-9, iufcich 
received applications of crop residues instead of manure, 
similar results were obtained. Kie nuntbers in plot 1006, 
crop residues alone, were greater than those in the check 
exc^^ in Noveober. , Contrary to the results secttred with 
laanure and lime, crop residues and line had a greater 
stiarulating influence than crop residues alone, plot 
1007. The coxmts in the latter plot, were smaller in 
October and March, but the average for the entire period is 
considerably hi^er than for plot 1006. 
'Phfi addition of rock phos^iate to the crop residues 
and lime, plot 1008, apparently had a depressing influence, 
the nuaibers declining considerably in this plot as compared 
with both crop residues alone, and crop residues plus lime. 
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Stuaber's on tdiis plot "were sra&ller than on any of tbs 
treated plots, and except f^or plot 1010, fell below those 
of the checks. The addition of acid phosphate to the crop 
residues and lime, plot 1009, also caused a depression 
which -eas slightly less narked than with the rock phosphate, 
considering the entire saiapling period fron October to 
March* At the final sampling, however, this plot showed 
hi^er numbers than any of the other crop residue plots. 
A comparison of the average rtusibers of all manured 
plots with Idiose in the crop residue plots, which is shown 
graphically in Fig. 3~D, indicates that the manure had a 
greater stimulating effect upon nuiabers than did the crop 
residues daring the fall and early winter, but that soaie 
inhibiting influence caused the nusibers in the manured 
plots to drop considerably in February and March. The 
counts in the treated soils for these nonths were slightly 
lower than those in the untreated. Nuiabers in the soils 
treated with crop residues remained practically stationary 
throu^out. Applications of lime caused a sli^t depression 
in fungous nuiabers, which was accozapanied by an increase 
^ bacterial nmbers. The differences are not great enou^, 
however, to be particularly significant. 
-S3w 
!I3ie Influence of Fertilizer Treatcaent on the Kunbers 
of Bacteria in the Soil 
A closer agpeenient between the results secured and 
the generally accepted facts regaining the influence of 
inanure and otiier readily decomposable laatter on the nuiabers 
of organisms is shown by the total counts of bacteria 
obtained frosi the saoe soils. Prom the data presented in 
11, it will be noted that the increase in nucibers due 
to manure alone, plot 1001, while not as great as raight 
be expected, is ganerally consistent, barring the final 
sasiQjliing in J£arch» The addition of lime to the sianure 
treaifeaent, 1002, caused still further increases In the 
nTMberSj^f bacteria, althou^ there was a temporary depres­
sion in February. The counts obtained from plots 1003 and 
1004'^ which received applications of rock phosphate and 
acid phosphate respectively, in addition to the manure and 
lime, show only slii^t differences from those secured with 
manure alone, considering average nmbers for the entire 
sampling period. ®ie monthly determinations did not show 
any consistent relationships. 
In -Hie crop residue series, crop residues alone, 
plot 1006, had a greater stimulating influence on bacterial 
niimbers than manure alone, the counts from this plot 
being considerably higher than those, from the manured soil 
-94-
at every saopZiag period except in Februarj^ This plot 
showed the highest count 6^ any receiving applications 
of crop residues, ^en lime -jas added to the crop residues, 
plot 1007, a decline in numbers occui'red^ tiie nuabers in 
two instances falling belor the checks. The reason for 
this decline is not apparent- Manure and lime caused an 
increase in nusabers. 
The counts rose again in plot 1008, which received 
crop residues^ iis», and rock phos|^te, approaching very 
closely those of 100&« Similar resiilts were obtained for 
1009, except for a sharp decline in nusbers "which took 
place in January, The counts for -Koe acid phosphate a-ni? 
rock phosphate treatments on the whole were practically 
the saiae. 
The numbers of both bacteria and fungi are shown 
graphically in Figs. 1 to 3. While there are aany 
inconsistencies in the results, it will be noted from the 
curves that a rise in bacterial nunbers generally corre­
sponded with an increase in mmbers of fungi, and that a 
decline in the nutabers of one ©poup of organisns was 
accoHpai^esl by a dropping c^f in the nuzabers of the other. 
This relationship is cljBarly ^osBn by Pigs« 1-C, 1-D, 
and 2-A. The raost stared deviation from the general 
rule occurred in plot iOOe, Fig- 2-C, in which the curve 
for fungcms numbers is nearly a strai^t line, while that 
for numbers of baetes^ia fluctuates considerably. 
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With few exceptions the ntinbers of bacteria were 
considerably greater in the soils which received application 
of either aianure or crop residttes than in those were 
tintreated, and, except for the final sampling, were greater 
in the soils treated with manrtre than in those to which 
crop residues were applied. In every instance the highest 
cottnts were obtained in January and the lowest in October. 
The averages of all determinations are shown in Pig. 3-D. 
The Relation of Nitrate Accinaulation 
to the Knmbers of Bacteria and Pungi in the Soil 
Since the media comnionly used in the plate method for 
determining numbers of bacteria and fungi in soils are not 
favorable for tdie growtti of the nitrifying organisms, this 
important group is not taken into account in the determina­
tion of numbers by the ordinary methods. In spite of this 
fact, however, it is entirely possible that both fungi and 
bacteria which have no part in nitrate formation, but which 
develop on agar plates, may exdSrt an indirect influence 
on nitrate accumulation in the soil, and that numbers of 
these organisms may ^ow a correlation with changes in the 
nitrogen cycle in the soil. Both bacteria and fungi 
reqiiire relatively large amotints of nitrogen for their 
development, of which nitrates constitute a readily 
available, source. Less completely oxidized nitrogen 
c 
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compomids may "be utilized also- During a period of 
maxiiHum bacterial and fungous development vhen the nitrogen 
is being taken up and stored in the bodies of microorganisms, 
the nitrate content of the soli would be expected to 
decrease* A decline in the numbers of organisms, with 
subsequent dedomposition of l^ieia? bodies and liberation 
» 
of ammonia, would make the nitrogen again available to the 
nitrifiers. 
Evidence in support of this view is found in the 
data presented in Table III, and in the curves shown in 
Figs» 1 to 5* As a general rtile, increases in total 
nuiabers of both fxmgi and bacteria are accompanied by 
decreases in nitrate content, while the increases in 
nitrate content correspond with a decline in numbers. 
This is most strikingly shown in plots 1002, 1005, and 
1004, of the manure series, and in plot 1008 of the crop 
residue series. It should be noted that in the latter 
soil, however, the nitrates declined in March, correspond­
ing with a decrease in the numbers of both bacteria and 
fiingi. 
Fungi seemed to have a greater influence on 
nitrate accumulation than bacteria i^ plot 1001, Pig. 
l-B. An increase in the numbers of fungi from October 
to November was accoflipanied by a sli^t decline in the 
nitrate content. At subsequent samplings there was a 
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steady fall in the numbers of ftmgi, while the nitrate 
content gradually increased. Bacterial numbers in the 
same soil increased until January^ remained stationary 
in February, and declined sli^tly in Mcorch. In plot 
1006, Fls* 2-C, on the other hand, the contrast between 
the bacterial numbers and the changes in nitrate content 
is more marked, increases in the numbers of organisms 
corresponding with decreases in the nitrate content. Here 
again an exception must be noted in March, when a sharp 
rise in numbers was accraixjanied by a sli^t increase in 
nitrates. ^Bie numbers of fungi remained practically 
stationary* 
The checlc soils showed irregular results* The 
figures for plot 1000, Pig, 1-A, are in direct contraet 
with those obtained for most of the treated soils. 53ie 
curves show that the rise and fall in total numbBrs of 
organisms generally paralleled the changes in nitrate 
content. In plot 1005, Pig. 2-B, the nitrate content 
remained constant, irrespective^ of ^ 4uc1^t'^ in the 
numbers of orgaziisms. In. plot ldlG V^e3;w was aa initial 
increase in total numbers, as nfelivas. in nitrates^ 
Following this initial increase, bacterial ntambers 
dropped off, only to rise again in the final sampling, 
when they declined, while the nitrate content remained 
practically "Hie same. 
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There was no evidence of any correlation between the 
fertilizer treatment and nitrate accnmulatlon in the soils 
studied. An examination of the data in Table III and the 
curves in Fig* 3-D show that the nitrate content rose and 
fell irrespective of the kind of fertilizer laaterial added, 
apparently being influenced to a greater degree by the total 
nuiabers of bacteria and fungi present in the soil. 
General Discxission 
Bie results obtained in this study are not entirely 
in accord with those secxired by previous investigators. 
As pointed out in the review of literature, Waksman (17) 
found thai: applications of manure caused, a -marked 
stimulation of the. numbers of aicroorganisms in the soil, 
Althoug^i the manure treated soils in the present study 
generally had a higher bacterial and fungous content than 
those which were untreated, the differences were seldom 
great enou^ to be particularly significant. It must be 
remembered that the soils under investigation are both of 
higji natural fertility, and it is probable that under such 
conditions the differences shown will not be as great: as 
they would be in a comparison of soils of hi^ and low 
fertility. Certainly a far greater relative increase in 
the bacterial and fungous counts would be eaipected when 
meSire is -.applied to a poor soil than when a fertile sail 
-99. 
receives the same treatment. 
STTOFnary 
1. In a study of the effect of fertilizer treatment 
on the numbers of bacteria and fangi in the soil, it was 
found that applications of manure and crop residues 
generally stimulated the development of these organisms in 
the soil, althoTxgh the increases in numbers were small. 
Manure had a greater stimulating effect on numbers of fungi 
than crop residues during the fall and early winter, but 
some Inhibiting influence caused a depression in nximbers 
in the manured plots in February and March, Except for 
the final sampling, bacterial counts were greater in the 
maniired soils than in those receiving applications of crop 
residues. 
2, TShen applied with manure, lime slightly depressed 
the numbers of fungi, while with crop residues these organisms 
increased in number* Directly opposite results were 
obtained with bacteria, 
3, The results with rock phosphate and acid 
phosphate for both fungi and bacteria v/ere too inconsistent 
to permit definite conclusions to be dravm. The effects, 
if any, were very slight. 
4. It is probable that the hig^ natural fertility 
of the soils studied accounts for their failure to show 
-lOG-
greater differences in isic3?oorganic content, 
5* In general, the nitrate content of the soils 
increased as total numbers of bacteria and fungi decreased, 
Tshile a dedline in nitrate content was accompsnied by a 
rise in the namber of organisms• A suggested explanation 
is that: as the numbers, of saicroorganisas increased, th€ 
nitrogen, cospotinds of the soil iirere utilized in their 
metabolic processes. Later, as these organisais began to 
die off and numbers declined, their bodies decomposed and 
the nitrogen was again made available to the nitrifiers, 
with a consequent increase in the nitrate content of the soil. 
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